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Abstract
The environmental awareness is increasing throughout the world and especially in the wealthy
countries. Finding ways to decrease the environmental footprint is seen in all sectors and
especially in transportation, where electric and hybrid cars have revolutionized the market.
The smaller marine segment below 120 ft is yet conservative. This segment usually takes
advantage of the technology within the vehicle industry. Volvo Penta Corporation (VPC) is a
part of the Volvo Group and can therefore utilise the available technology to develop highly
efficient marine diesel engines. VPC is one of the world leaders in developing marine
powertrains to the leisure segment. The launch of the Inboard Performance System (IPS) is an
efficient green commitment giving up to 30% reduced fuel consumption (FC) at top speed
compared to a straight shaft installation.
The Volvo 7700 Hybrid bus, which goes into production in 2010, gives VPC the possibility to
develop a hybrid vessel and using the existing components and technology. The major
disadvantage with a hybrid vessel is that braking energy cannot be regenerated. Can solar
panels, wind generators and especially electric power from the harbour provide the vessel
with sufficient electric energy to reduce the FC?
An advanced dynamic simulation program was taken from the vehicle industry and rebuilt to
suit all vessels within the VPC market segments. The program includes advanced propulsion
calculations with acceleration, retardation and manoeuvring for both conventional and hybrid
electric powertrains.
From the evaluation from the market survey performed in this report, the commercial segment
is the most suitable one to implement hybrid technology. The IPS3 pod can be installed in
vessels from 50 ft up to 120 ft and is the most suitable one to be installed into Coastguard
vessels, pilot boats, work boats, military vessels and police boats but also into larger leisure
yachts. Realistic driving cycles from Pilot Boat 742, Pilot Boat 744, HSC Ferry and Wind
Park Catamaran were measured with data loggers.
Results from simulations show that maximum 3-12% fuel savings can be achieved. With the
current battery technology and compensation for expected price increase of fuel and
electricity, there are limited possibilities to reduce the total life cycle cost in 15 years.
However, with improved battery technology and larger operation costs, savings can be made.
For the leisure segment the possibility of reducing life cycle cost is virtually impossible due to
the low amount of running hours. More important aspects are silent electric operation,
reduced emissions and increased social status (green profiling).
Further investigations must be made regarding added weight and battery technology to
improve the simulation program. More driving cycles must be constructed to achieve more
results and abilities to improve configurations. A prototype is recommended to be built
around the IPS-800 system and the Volvo PH I-SAM system to learn more about hybrid
vessels and to verify the simulation program.
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Battery Electric Vehicle
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Conventional Vehicle
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Diesel Electric
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Energy Optimized
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Energy Storage System

EVC

Electronic Vessel Control
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Electric Vehicle
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1 Introduction
This chapter explains the background and definition of this thesis.

1.1 Background
The threatening peak oil production and increasing cost of fuel has forced both the transport
as well as the marine industry to reduce the fuel consumption. Environmental care is also one
of the three core values of the Volvo Group.
In the automotive industry a breakthrough with hybrid vehicles has been seen and soon all
major car manufacturers will have at least one hybrid model.
There are many straightforward ways to reduce fuel consumption in vessels, e.g. reduce the
hull resistance, increase propeller efficiency, reduce auxiliary power consumption and eco
driving. In addition hybrid technology could be applied on vessel. However the lack of
regenerative braking limits the achievable fuel consumption advantages. This might be
compensated by electric shore powers in harbours. In addition solar panels and wind
generators can contribute, but is not taken into consideration in this report.
For smaller vessels below 40 meters there has not been much improvement until recently
when many boat manufacturers have displayed “green models”. The environmental awareness
among the users has also increased and therefore higher demands are set on the
manufacturers.
The 33ft Green Line hybrid motor boat manufactured by Segway (SLO) was awarded
“Powerboat of the year 2010” in Germany. The European Union is financing an ongoing
project, HyMar, which is optimizing a hybrid system on vessels up to 23m.
The Swedish Coastguard estimates that their low speed operation, below seven kts and idling,
is up to 50% of all their driving. The Swedish Rescue Society estimated their low speed
operation to be around 30%. (Persson 2010). Low speed operating could be suitable for a
hybrid system.
A part of the low speed operations occurs in harbours and restricted areas. These areas are
exposed to a lot of emissions and Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH).

1.2 Authors Background
The idée of this thesis started when combing the theoretical education at Chalmers and with
the practical experience within the marine area.
The Master thesis program Automotive Engineering goal is how to improve the efficiency and
performance of conventional and hybrid vehicles.
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Combining this theory with experience from driving Pilot Boats (4 years), Combat Boat 90 (2
years), Patrol Boat (1 year), RIBs & Yachts (6 years), sport fishing boats and sailing boats, we
started to analyze if a hybrid vessel could be suitable.

1.3 Thesis Description
A market survey was conducted in order to identify the most interesting players and which
hybrid technology they are using.
From this survey and the availability of data, one market segment was selected where a hybrid
configuration can be suitable. The most important issue is to show if a hybrid system can
reduce the fuel consumption. The cost for such system is also an important question. Other
aspects such as NVH and emissions are considered into this report.
A hybrid powertrain, suitable to be installed into three reference vessels, was chosen.
Simulations on these vessels were conducted in a simulation program adapted for marine
applications.
On the basis of the market survey and vessels simulations a conclusion was made whether a
hybrid system configuration could be applicable or not.

1.4 Purpose
Investigate if hybrid technology can be advantageous for VPC marine applications

1.5 Method and Analysis
The performed thesis is conducted by following the sub processes below;
1. Market Activity Survey - Boat and Yacht Manufactures and System manufactures
were identified and analyzed;
o Detailed search performed in;
 Chalmers data bases, see Appendix A: Market Survey Information.
 Internet search motors
 Technical newspapers and boat magazines
 Research material
 Thesis reports
o Patents search in Patbase;
 Class B63 H21/20
o Visits at;
 Swedish Boat Exhibition in Gothenburg 2010.
 Volvo Powertrain, Hybrid Department
 Powercell AB, Sweden
 Stena Line AB
2. Evaluation – decision for further process;
o Evaluation process of the Market Activity Survey
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5.

6.

7.

8.
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o Pugh matrix
o Discussions with VPC upper management
Development of simulation software in Matlab® Simulink®;
o Based on Mats Alaküla´s automotive hybrid simulation software.
o Converting it into marine application;
 Ship propulsion and resistance calculations
 Acceleration including propeller slip
 Verification
Concept definition – definition of market segment and concept application;
o Existing components
o Additional components
o Modifications
Reference vessels – selection of matching reference vessels for chosen concept;
o Development of driving cycles;
 Logging vessels with tracking equipment
o Collection of data;
 Resistance curves
 Vessel properties
Simulations – simulation of reference vessels;
o Simulation of three reference vessels with several configurations
o Post processing of data
Analysis of data;
o Evaluation for final concept definition
o Cost and lifecycle analysis
o Discussions
Conclusion and further recommendations

1.6 Limitations
The analysis of hybrid technology must be performed within the VPC range of products. One
concept is to be defined and evaluated through simulation. A maximum of three reference
vessels should be set up for evaluation.
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2 Theoretical Background
This chapter provides the reader with basic knowledge about Hybrid Technology
(chapter 2.1) and Marine Technology (chapter 2.2).

2.1 Hybrid Technology
Most of the research and development has been on vehicles. Therefore the following chapter
will deal with technology used in the vehicle industry.

2.1.1

Background

The first hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) dates back to 1901 when Ferdinand Porsche at
Lochner Coach Factory designed the Mixte, a series hybrid vehicle based on one of his earlier
pure electric vehicles. This model used a petrol engine, which ran at constant speed and drove
a dynamo, which charged the batteries. The stored energy from the batteries fed the electric
machines, placed in the hub of each front wheel. (Hybrid Cars Guide 2010)
Thereafter many versions of HEVs have been developed but without a breakthrough. It was
first in 1997, when Toyota launched their first model of Prius that the HEV was successful.
However, the launch of the Prius was a result of 30 years of industrial development work and
was based on many earlier concept cars and proven techniques (Hybrid Cars Guide 2010).
The Toyota Prius is still the dominating HEV on the car market and the third version was
released in 2009.
Although, passenger vehicles have the strongest association to HEV, development is ongoing
in other segments. The suitability of hybrid technology is investigated in many other
applications e.g. buses, trucks, vessels, construction equipment etc.

2.1.2

Definition and Properties

A Conventional Vehicle (CV) has a relatively simple design with an Internal Combustion
Engine (ICE) propelling the wheels through transmissions, clutches and torque converters. In
Electric Vehicles (EVs), or Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs), the ICE is replaced with an
Electric Machine (EM). For EVs the battery is the key component where size, performance
and cost are the most important aspects. The most common hybrid configurations are
combinations of ICEs and EMs, called HEVs.
One of the main benefits of the HEV is the possibility to combine the zero local emissions
from the EVs with the high energy and power density of the CVs. The biggest advantages
with a HEV are listed below:
Downsized engine

– Maximum power is fulfilled with the secondary prime mover.

Regenerative braking

– Braking with the EM to regenerate energy.

Optimized operation points

– Optimized distribution of energy between the two prime movers.

Eliminated ICE idling

– ICE shuts of during stand still.
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– only engaging the ICE when the speeds match

(Dr. Antonio Sciaretta 2007)
The Volvo 7700 Hybrid bus parallel hybrid system I-SAM gives an example of how the
performance from the two power sources can be combined as illustrated in Figure 1. The
figure shows how the total torque is increased as the two power sources are combined. The
EM has its peak torque at low speed while the ICE has its torque peak at higher speeds. The
different torque characteristics of the ICE and the EM can provide efficient driving.

Figure 1. Torque curves of Volvo 7700 Hybrid Bus (Volvo Bus Homepage 2010)

The advantages with the possible improvements are counteracted by the fact that HEVs are
10-30% heavier than an ICE-based vehicle (Dr. Antonio Sciaretta 2007). Increasing number
of components that are supposed to cooperate in an effective way leads in general to advanced
control systems. Advanced technique and additional number of components result in
increasing costs.

2.1.3

System Configurations

The configurations of a HEV are normally classified as Parallel and Series Hybrids as
described below.

2.1.3.1

Parallel Hybrid (PH)

The PH consists of an ICE, an EM and an Energy Storage System (ESS). The parallel system
is similar to a conventional ICE system to the extent that the ICE is connected directly to the
transmission. Together with the control unit and power electronics the main components are
visualized in Figure 2.
The EM is normally placed between the ICE and the transmission. The EM can be used in up
to four different modes such as a motor, a generator, regenerative braking and as a start
motor for the ICE. This enables the control system to choose if either the ICE, the EM or
both should provide the power to the transmission.
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Figure 2. Parallel Hybrid configuration (Volvo Truck Corporation 2010)

2.1.3.2

Series Hybrid (SH)

The big difference to the parallel hybrid system is that the ICE is not mechanically connected
to the transmission. The series hybrid configuration generally consists of an ICE, an EM, a
generator and an ESS. Together with the control unit and the power electronics these are the
main components as visualized in Figure 3.
The EM provides all the energy necessary to propel the vehicle. The energy provided to the
EM can either come from the ESS or directly from the generator. This enables the control
system to choose the power source with the highest efficiency and power demand.
The ICE is controlled to provide the EM and the ESS with energy in the most efficient way.
Preferably the ICE should run at stationary conditions at high efficiency while the ESS is used
for peak power and regenerative braking.

Figure 3. Series Hybrid Configuration (Volvo Truck Corporation 2010)

2.1.4

Level of Hybridization

There are many system configurations of hybrid vehicles. Depending on the relative sizes
between the ICE and EM, three main types can be distinguished;
•

Micro hybrids – represent the lowest level of hybridization. The EM is only used to
start the ICE and for limited regenerative braking.
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Mild hybrids – The EM generally assists the ICE when additional torque is needed
and regenerates braking energy (Dr. Antonio Sciaretta 2007). The size of the EM is
approximately 10% compared to the ICE.
Full hybrids – Can be driven longer distances using only the EM. It is normally
designed to give approxematly 40% of the ICE power.

Consequently, the sizing of the components refers to the type of hybrid system. To sum up the
above mentioned hybrid system, Figure 4 shows a schematic overview of the power source
distribution and the dimensions of components.

Figure 4. Hybrid Types and Configurations (Green Car Congress 2004)

2.1.5

Hybrid Component

This section will give a brief introduction of the fundamental components and their suitability
for a hybrid system. The components discussed are ICE, EM, ESS and power electronics
(PE).

2.1.5.1

Internal Combustion Engine

The ICE is normally the dominating power source in a hybrid configuration. The working
principle of an ICE is not discussed in this chapter. Instead the focus is set on how to reduce
the fuel consumption.
The most common way to reduce fuel consumption is downsizing. The technique has been
established the last decade in the car industry where naturally aspirated ICEs are replaced by
turbocharged ICEs with a reduced swept volume. The same performance can be reached with
decreased fuel consumption.
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HEVs can take downsizing even further because of the availability of power from the EM.
Another possibility for HEVs is to increase the overall efficiency of the ICE by only using it
when the efficiency overcomes a certain value. As seen in Figure 5 the ICE should operate
when torque is high and at a moderate speed. The EM is more suitable for low speed
operation at low torque. The EM makes it possible to shut of the ICE when efficiency is low.

Figure 5. Efficiency map for a ICE used in the simulation program

2.1.5.2

Electric Machine

There are many different types of EM used both as motors and generators. This section will
only briefly discuss the most common type of EM suitable for HEVs, the Brushless DC
machine (BLDC).
Most of the EMs are four quadrant machines as seen in Figure 6. This means that they can
work as motors and generators regardless of which direction the rotor is spinning. Simpler
EMs are 1- or 2-quadrant machines. The 4-quadrant machine makes it possible to regenerate
energy from braking, boosting and charging the batteries from the ICE (Dr. Antonio Sciaretta
2007).
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Figure 6. Efficiency map of an EM to a hybrid car (UQM Technologies 2010)

An electric machine can be designed in several ways with respect to performance, durability,
size and cost. An EM suitable for a HEV should have a high torque density and the maximum
torque should be high at low speed.

2.1.5.3

Energy Storage System

The ESS is the key component in a hybrid configuration. The two different types discussed in
this section are batteries and supercapacitors.
Batteries are the most common ESS. Many types of batteries have been developed. The 80´s
was dominated by lead-acid batteries and 90´s of nickel-cadmium, but since the end of the
90´s, nickel-metal hydride has been used in a wide range. Ongoing hybrid projects indicate
that the lithium type of batteries will be dominating due to their high performance and good
durability. Batteries are generally of two different types; power optimized (PO) and energy
optimized (EO).
A power optimized battery is designed to deliver high power with frequent charge/discharge
cycles. This type of battery is suitable for mild hybrids with short cycle time. One example is
regenerating energy from braking and in next moment using it for boosting accelerations. This
frequent usage results in a narrow window of state of charge (SOC).
An energy optimized battery is designed to providing sufficient power during longer cycle
time thus demanding a wider window of SOC. It is suitable for a vehicle that uses traction
power from EM throughout a longer period.
The trade-off between high power density and high energy density has always been a dilemma
for battery technology. Figure 7 is illustrating different types of batteries (including super
capacitors) as energy as a function of power.
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Figure 7. Ni-Cd = nickel-cadmium; Ni-MH = nickel-metal-hydride; Na/NiCl2 = sodium/nickel chloride; LiMPolymer = lithium-metal-polymer; Li-ion = Lithium-ion (Agency 2010)

The durability of batteries can be defined both as long calendar life and number of cycles.
Many factors affect the durability of a battery such as operation power level, temperature and
Depth Of Discharge (DOD).
The calendar life is a factor that considers the age of the battery. The performance will always
worsen with age regardless of how it is used.
The number of cycles describes how many times the battery can be discharged and
charged. Figure 8 is illustrating DOD (SOC swing in %) verses number of cycles for different
types of batteries.
Other important factors for batteries are reliability and cost.
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Figure 8. DOD versus number of cycles (National Renwable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 2010)

A supercapacitor (ultracapacitor) uses electrostatic energy storage, which results in a very
high specific power (500-2500W/kg) but a very low specific energy (0.2-5 Wh/kg) compared
to batteries (Dr. Antonio Sciaretta 2007). This type of performance and properties is suitable
for quick and high power assistance such as boosting but also rapid charging enables for
braking energy regeneration.

2.1.5.4

Power Electronics and Control Device

Due to the complexity of a hybrid system the control system plays a central part. It represents
the HEVs “brain” deciding whether the ICE or the EM should be switched on and also
controlling them individually. The two most important parameters are the power demand and
the SOC. Those two components have a large influence of which operation mode to be
chosen.
Power electronics control the current, voltage between the EM and the ESS. It also decides
which mode of the EM that is to be chosen.

2.2 Marine Technology
This section briefly presents the most common marine powertrains within the VPC costumer
range, i.e. up to a length of 40 m with direct propulsion.
Marine powertrains normally consist of; power source, energy storage, transmission and
propeller. There are numerous different components in each of these four parts and only the
most common will be briefly introduced.

2.2.1

Power Source

The most common power source is the ICE fuelled by diesel or gasoline. The ICE is
principally the same as in vehicles. Usually the power can be increased since the life time
expectancy of the engine is shorter.
Marine Hybrid Electric Powertrain
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For a marine
m
application thee ICEs havve differentt ratings foor different application
ns. That
correspoonds to thee demand of total runnning hours and the aveerage total load of thee engine.
Rating 5 is for leiisure vessells which haave a shortter life exppectancy. R
Rating 4 is for
f light
commerrcial vesselss and ratingg 3 is for heaavy commercial vessels.

2.2.2

Transsmission
n

The trannsmission and
a shafts too connect thhe engine wiith the proppeller can haave many diifferent
designs depending on the typee of vessel. The
T most co
ommon trannsmission w
will be briefl
fly
introducced in the foollowing section.

2.2.2.1
1

Straaight Shaft

The moost commonn installationn is the straaight
shaft. Normally
N
a transmission reducess the
rotationnal speed from the engine to the
propelleer to achievve a higheer torque. After
A
the trannsmission there is a shaft which
w
connectts the transm
mission to thhe propellerr.
The straaight shaft is common on
o all vesseels
from appproximately 10 m and up.
Figure 9. Straight sh
haft transmissiion (Volvo Pen
nta 2010)

2.2.2.2
2

Sailldrive

The saaildrive iss a combbination of
o a
transmisssion and shhafts. Theree are two seets of
bevel gear
g
which transfers thhe force too the
propelleer. The sailddrive is mouunted underr the
vessel through
t
thee hull. It is most com
mmon
on sailinng vessels up
u to 20 m.

Figure 10. Saildrivee transmission (Volvo Penta 2010)
2

2.2.2.3
3

Sterndrive

The steerndrive has a similarr design ass the
saildrivee with tw
wo bevel gear
g
sets. It
I is
mountedd on the stern of thhe vessel. The
sterndrive is coommon onn small, fast
motorbooats with a size
s from 6 to 15 m.
Figure 11. Sterndrivve transmission
n (Volvo Penta
a 2010)

2.2.2.4
4

Surrface Piercing

The suurface pierccing propeller is a high
perform
mance devicce mostly used
u
for raacing
boats annd high speeed applicattions exceeding
50 kts. Usually
U
useed for vessells between 5-20
m.
Figure 12. Surface piercing
p
system
m (Boat Design
n 2010)
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2.2.2.5
5

13

Pod
d Systemss

An electric pod haas an EM which
w
is direectly
connected
t to the prropeller; seee Figure 13.. For
a mechaanical Pod the engine is connecteed to
the proppeller by using
u
two bevel
b
gear sets.
The Innboard Perrformance System (IPS)
developped by VPC
C has threee different sizes
s
availablle, IPS1, IP
PS2 and IP
PS3. It cann be
used in planing veessels from 30 ft to 1220 ft
with upp to four uniits in the saame vessel. The
pod is mechanicall
m
ly connectedd to the enggine.
The tw
win counteer-rotating propellers are
facing forward and
a
work in undistuurbed
water. The
T propelller thrust is
i parallel with
the hull.

Figure 13. Electric POD
P
transmisssion (Rolls Roy
yce 2010)

Figure 14. VPC IPS
S transmission (Volvo Penta 2010)
2

2.2.2.6
6

Waaterjet

The waaterjet systeem is used in fast moving
vessels. The waterjjet works liike a pump and
has a high
i efficienncy close to the vesselss top
speed but
b lower efficiency att lower speeeds.
The waaterjet has an
a impeller (pump) insstead
of a proopeller.

2.2.3

Figure 15. Waterjett system (Rolls Royce 2010)

Propeeller

The proopeller transsforms the rotational
r
poower
to a thhrust force which driives the veessel
forwardd. The propeeller has a huge
h
impacct on
efficienncy, acceleeration and top sppeed.
Propelleers used annd discussed in this thhesis
are onlly fixed piitch propelllers withinn the
VPC segment.
Figure 16. Propellerr (Volvo Pentaa 2010)
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2.2.5

2. Theoretical Background

Propulsion systems

The two most common propulsion systems are Diesel Mechanic (DM) and Diesel Electric
(DE).

2.2.5.1

Diesel Mechanic

The DM configuration is the most common one. Usually the ICE is electronically controlled
but there are no electric machines which propels the vessel. There are many different
combinations of engines, transmissions, powertrains and propellers mentioned above.

2.2.5.2

Diesel Electric

The DE configuration is similar to the SH system but without batteries. All electricity must be
provided by the ICE and the generator. In vessels there are normally many smaller generators
which provide the EM with necessary power. The generators also provide electricity to the
hotel loads in the vessel. The number of generators that are switched on depends on the total
power demand. This configuration is mainly used in large displacement vessels such as cruise
ships and offshore oil platform vessels.
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3 Marine Hybrid Concept Selection
This chapter describes the process of selecting the concept most suitable for a hybrid vessel
within VPC´s range of products.

3.1 Marine Hybrid Activity Survey
This section presents the result of a market scanning of the marine electric and hybrid
market.
The benchmarking was fundamental for further progress and concept selection. It gave the
opportunity to identify ongoing activity and players involved. Players are sorted into two
groups; Boat and Yacht manufactures and System manufactures. Patents were also taken into
consideration.

3.1.1

Market Segments

The market has been structured for a better overview. System Manufactures was sorted into
Sailing Boats and Motor Boats. Boat and Yacht Manufactures has three sub segments; Sailing
Boats (SB), Motor Boats Leisure (MBL) and Motor Boats Commercial (MBC). Each sub
segment includes three different types of system configurations; Battery Electric (BE),
Parallel Hybrid (PH) and Series Hybrid (SH), see Figure 17.

Figure 17. The structure of the conducted market scanning

3.1.2

Boat and Yacht Manufactures

Approximately 50 players have an electrified or hybridized vessel. Some of the players have
several different models available on the market while other players have developed
prototypes of variable standards. The remaining ones only present visions or ideas of future
concepts. All initiated players are listed in Appendix B: boat and Yacht Manufacturers.
Generally, the information found during the market scanning is not complete. Many models or
prototypes were recently launched and therefore the information was not fully presented.
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3. Maarine Hybridd Concept Selection
S

Several players of interest
i
werre selected according
a
to
o the follow
wing two asppects;
•
•

The companny´s markett position.
T
Seriousity in
i the presennted model,, prototype or vision.

3.1.2.1
1

Sailling Boatss (SB)

Series hybrids
h
are the most coommon onees, see Tablle 1. In genneral, the feeature of reenewable
energy from
f
sun annd wind are used for alll system con
nfigurationss.
Cathogo
ories
BE
SH
PH

SSailing boatss
2
5
1

Table 1. Results
R
for sailing boats segm
ment

Battery
y Electric (B
BE)
Batteriees are chargged from shhore power and renew
wable energyy sources suuch as regeenerative
sailing, solar paneels and winnd generatorrs. None off the players were fouund interesting. By
regenerative
a
sailingg the propeeller is allow
wed to rotatte during saailing. This enables thee battery
to be chharged only with a slighhtly decreasse of speed.
Series Hybrid
H
(SH)
The vesssels withinn the SH group are gennerally in th
he range off 30-50 ft. Solar Paneels, wind
generatoors, regenerrative sailinng and shoree power are used to chaarge the batttery.
An interresting playyer is the 466 ft prototyppe boat “Naada”. Nada is a part off the HyMarr project
(see System Manuufactures) which
w
aim iss to reduce the fuel coonsumption with 30% or
o more.
New prropellers aree being devveloped esppecially forr EM to inccrease the efficiency. (HyMar
2010)

Figure 18. HyMar hybrrid project boat Nada manufaactured by Ma
alö Yachts (HyyMar 2010)

Bénétauu Group is one
o other esstablished yacht
y
design
ner that provvides some models witth hybrid
propulsiion. The hyybrid modelss use Valennce batteriess and EM poods instead of diesel IC
CEs.
Players of
o interest
Malö Yacchts
Bénétau Group
Lagoon
Ronauticca

Nationalitty
SWE
FRA
FRA
ESP

Table 2, SH
S players of interest
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Parallel Hybrid (PH)
No information could be found for Boat and Yacht manufactures using a PH configuration.

3.1.2.2

Motor Boats Leisure (MBL)

The MBL market segment resulted in the largest amount of players with a total of 36.
Categories
BE
SH
PH

MBL
15
5
16

Table 3. Result of market scanning for MBL segment

Battery Electric (BE)
There is a large market segment worldwide of smaller BE boats primary for rental and for
pleasure rides at tourist attractions. The boats have simple DC motors, often 36 V systems and
generally the technique is directly adapted from the golf car industry. This specific market
segment is not suitable for VPC’s field of products and is therefore not investigated.
The vessel type category day cruisers resulted in several interesting BE players with models
in the size of 5-7 m. Most of the players are located in south Europe and suitable waters for
the day cruises are small lakes and canals. In general the BE day cruisers are designed for 1-8
h of driving followed by 4-28 h of charging. The charging time is mainly depending on the
available shore power. The vessels are equipped with as much batteries that are possible with
respect to weight and size. Lithium-ion is the most common type of battery in this segment.
The EM´s are sizes from 25-70 kW and can operate individually or in series. The system
voltage varies from 96 V to 640 V.
Leading players are Frauscher (AUT) and Austrian Marian Boats (AUT), each has at least
five electric day cruisers in the range 5-7 m. In Sweden, the BE prototype Nimbus N-27 Epower was given a lot of media coverage at the Swedish boat exhibitions in 2009 and 2010.
Players of interest
Nationality
Frauscher
AUT
Austrian Marian Boats
AUT
Aquawatt
AUT
Boesch Boats
CH
Nimbus
SWE
Table 4. BE player of interest

Series hybrid (SH)
Three general types of SH vessels were found for the sub segment MBL.
•
•
•

>50 m – Diesel Electric (DE) with an added battery bank, for short periods of silent
propulsion and extended energy reserve for the hotel loads.
5-7 m – BE day cruisers or similar with an added genset of approximately 5 kW, as a
range extender.
Futuristic concepts - Theoretic concepts with fuel cells as power sources.
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3. Maarine Hybridd Concept Selection
S

EPIC Wake
W
Boats (US) has deeveloped a 23 ft series hybrid spoort boat withh EM of 268
8 hp and
systemss from Fluxx Power (US
S). The Li--ion batteriees can be reecharged eiither by an onboard
genset or
o at the docck.

Figure 19. Epic Wake Boats
B
23 ft SH sport
s
boat (Ep
picBoatOwnerss 2010)

Players of
o interest
Holland Jachtbouw
Epic Wake Boats

Nationaality
NL
US

Table 5. SH
S players of interest

Parallell Hybrid (P
PH)
In generral the perfoormance off the PH vessels are identical comppared to the performancce of the
conventtional vesseels. An EM is added foor reduced fuel consum
mption throough zero em
missions
operatioon at low sppeed and thhrough boossting operattions. Otherr advantagees are the im
mproved
NVH asspects and the extendedd battery baank.
The PH
H MBL is doominated byy players wiith day cruissers in sizess of 7-10 m,, primarily with two
types off parallel hyybrid configgurations;
•

•

An EM is mounted
m
onn the outgoing shaft bettween the IC
CE and trannsmission (fflywheel
E
EM).
Intereesting players are Segw
way (SLO) and
a Frauschher (AUT) bboth using th
he Iskras
system
(for informationn of the Iskkra-system, see
s system manufacturres)
A individuually BE propulsion system
An
s
is in
nstalled sepparately from
m the conv
ventional
D
Diesel
Mecchanic poweertrain.

Segwayy´s (SLO) Greenline
G
H
Hybrid
33 ft was award
ded for Pow
werboat of thhe year 201
10 at the
Düsselddorf Boat Exxhibition (ggreenlinehybbrid.com 20
010). In adddition to thee hybrid pow
wertrain,
this boaat has a low resistance semi-planni
s
ing hull design and a laarge solar paanel on the roof.

Figure 20. Segway´s Greenline 33 (greeenlinehybrid.ccom 2010)
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Mochi Craft (ITA
A) has a 23 m PH yaccht with a hybrid systems from ZF Marinee (GER)
equippeed with twiin 800hp MAN
M
comm
mon rail dieesel enginees and two 70 kW EM
Ms. The
conceptt is similar to
t Segway´ss Greenline 33.

Figure 21 Mochi Craft 23m
2
(Mochi Craft 2010)

Brunsw
wick (US) has developeed a 42 ft concept
c
boaat with twinn 550 hp C
Cummins diesel and
two 1000 hp EM integrated into the transmissio
on housing together w
with Zeus Azipod
propulsiion system. It has sollar panels on
o the hard
dtop and usses a lithium
m-ion batteery pack
stored under
u
the soole in the salon.
s
The vessel can run in full--electric moode up to 9 kts for
around 2-3 h. The batteries addd approxim
mately 725 kg and the top speed is 30 kts. (Janssen
2009)
Players of
o interest
Segway
Frauscheer
Mochi Craft
Brunswiick

Nationaality
SLO
AUTT
ITA
US

Table 6. PH
P players of interest
i
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3.1.2.3
3

3. Maarine Hybridd Concept Selection
S

Motor Boatss Commerrcial (MBC
C)

The MB
BC markett was dom
minated by passenger transportattion. Other application
ns were
militaryy and sea resscue associaations.
Categoriies
Battery Electric
E
Series
Parallel

MBC
M
1
3
2

Table 7. Result
R
of mark
ket scanning forr MBC segmen
nt

Battery
y Electric
Grove boats
b
(CH) develop batttery electriic solar pow
wered passeenger transpportations vessels in
the rangge 8-14 m.. Both monno hulls and catamaraans are avaiilable, pow
wered by 8 kW DC
motors that
t can proopel vesselss up to a dispplacement of
o 10 ton.
Series Hybrid
H
Baysidee Boatworkks (US) 64 ft Hornbloower is a seeries hybridd ferry in S
San Francissco with
routes to Alcatraz and Angel Islands. Thhe ferry is propelled
p
byy two EMs which are powered
p
by a dieesel genset and a 380 V battery bank. The sy
ystem is alsso uses by ssolar cells and
a wind
turbiness. It consum
mes approxim
mately six gallons
g
of diesel per hoour, compared to 30 galllons per
hour useed by a sim
milar convenntional ferry. (Alcatraz Cruises
C
20110)

Figure 22. The passengeer ferry Hornb
blower (Alcatraaz Cruises 201
10)

SolarSaailor operatees in Sydneey as a passenger ferry
y. It has sevveral flexiblee solar paneel wings
which can
c be tunedd in for sun and wind. The
T solar saailor has a capacity
c
of 100 passen
ngers and
a top sppeed of 15 kts.
k The vessel is primaarily propellled with sollar energy sstored in two tonnes
of batterries. A gensset is providding extra power
p
when necessary.

Figure 23. The passengeer ferry SolarS
Sailor (Solar Saailor 2010)

Foss Maritime (US
S) has developed the world’s
w
firstt hybrid tugg, Green Tuug 78 ft. Th
he hybrid
m consist off two Cum
mmins QSK
K50 Tier 2 diesel enggines, two Siemens
propulsiion system
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Motor-G
Generators, two Cumm
mins QSMII diesel geneerators and 126 gel celll lead acid batteries.
b
The tottal power for
f the systtem is 50800 hp. The Green Tugg has four different modes
m
of
operatioon and the estimated
e
luube and fueel savings are
a 20-30% compared to the conv
ventional
ones in the same cllass. (Snydeer 2009)

Figure 24. The Green Tug
T (Foss Mariitime 2010)

US Navvy has conttracted TechhniPower Systems
S
(former Salom
mon Technoology) to deevelop a
hybrid version
v
of thheir 7 m Zoodiac (US) RIB. It is uncertain
u
w
which
type oof hybridizaation that
is usedd. The Navvy expectss hybrid-eleectric drivee to proviide silent operation, reduced
electrom
magnetic annd thermal signatures
s
a modular "plug andd play" capaability for replacing
and
componnents to facilitate mainntenance annd adapt to changing mission
m
proffiles. (Tech
hniPower
Systemss 2010)
Players of
o interest
Nation
nality
Bayside Boatworks
USS
Solar Saiilor Holding Ltd
L
AUS
Foss Maritime
USS
Zodiac
US
S
Table 8. SH
S players of interests

Parallell Hybrid
A rescuue boat withh the Iskra-hybrid proppulsion systtem is seenn below. Thhe 6.2 m FR
RSQ 700
Hybrid is an alum
minium fastt rescue craaft with jett propulsionn, resulting in a top speed
s
of
34kts.(S
Solutions 20009)
Players of
o interest
Fast RSQ
Q

Nationaality
NL

Table 9. PH
P players of interests
i

Figure 25. The 6.2 m FR
RSQ 700 Hybrrid (Fastrsq 20110)
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3. Marine Hybrid Concept Selection

3.1.2 Systems Manufactures
The most interesting system manufacturers are listed below. More information and figures of
the systems can be found in Appendix C: System Manufacturers.
Players of interest

System
Config.
SH
SH

E-motion (HyMar)
TechniPower systems
(former Salomon
Technologies)
Mastervolt

UK
US

Fischer Panda

GER

BE, SH,
PH
SH, BE

Kräutler

AUT

BE, SH

Voith
Hybrid Marine UK
Vetus
Iskra

GER
UK
NL
SLO

BE
PH
PH
PH

NL

Transmission
Saildrive
Saildrive, Shaft

Pod, Saildrive,
Shaft
Pod, Saildrive,
Shaft
Pod, Saildrive,
Shaft
Pod
Saildrive
Shaft
Saildrive, Shaft

Power
(kW)
4.5-16 kW
4.5-9 kW

Boat
type*
SB
SB, D

Cooperative
players
Appendix C
Zodiac

2.5-65 kW

SB, D

-

10 kW

SB, D

-

1-50 kW

SB, D,
P
D
S
SB, D
SB, D,
P
D, P

-

Barrus (UK)
Steyr Motors,
VW, Nanni
ZF
GER
PH
Pod, Shaft
70 kWBrunswick,
1800 kW
Siemens
Brunswick / ZF
US
PH
Zeus Pod
70 kW
P
ZF
Siemens / ZF
GER
SH, PH
Shaft
5-1800
SB, D
ZF, Mochi
kW
Craft
Table 10. System Manufactures players of interests ,* SB = Sailing Boats, D = Displacement Motor Boats, P =
Planing Motor Boats

3.1.2.1

5-300 kW
10 kW
2.2 kW
7 kW

HyMar/E‐Motion and TechniPower systems

TechniPower systems (former Salomon technologies) has a similar system to the one HyMar
is designing. In fact, the founder of Salomon Technology is now the CEO of E-Motion.
HyMar is an EU supported collaborative research and development project. The goal is to
develop a state of the art marine hybrid system for displacement vessels up to 23 m and by
that cutting the fuel consumption with 30% or more. ESP and Homewood are developing a
new 144 V DC reversible permanent magnet propulsion EM. The usage of special self
pitching propellers that matches the characteristics of the EM is important to achieve a high
efficiency and regeneration of energy. Steyr Motors is responsible for the development of a
new type of diesel genset. (EU Hybrid Marine, HyMar project 2010)

3.1.2.2

MasterVolt

MasterVolt delivers electric systems to vessels. Recently the Bellman Company was bought
and a range of EMs was added to the product range. pods, saildrives and shaft EMs are
available with a power range from 2.5 kW to 20 kW. Both BE or SH systems are available.
Larger shaft arrangements are under development for up to 60 kW of power.
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MasterVolt also has two PH systems, 5 kW and 10 kW. The design is very similar to the
Hybrid Marine Ltd design described below.

3.1.2.3

Fischer Panda

Fischer Panda has a similar product range as MasterVolt. The big difference is that Fischer
Panda promotes DE configurations instead of BE ones. One reason could be the fact that the
company has a strong tradition in selling gensets.

3.1.2.4

Kräutler

Kräutler has as well as MasterVolt and Fisher Panda a vast number of EM as Pod, saildrive
and shaft arrangements from 1-50 kW. The company focus on BE systems.

3.1.2.5

Voith

The system is new on the market with only one installation so far. The
company has a range from 5.5 to 300 kW pods. The propeller is of a
different design as seen in Figure 26. It is a BE system which most likely
can be converted into a SH system.
Figure 26. The
Voight propeller

3.1.2.6

Hybrid Marine UK

The small UK based company has recently started cooperation with Barrus (UK). The system
is a PH with Yanmar diesels and a 10 kW EM. The system is suitable for sail boats and canal
boats.

3.1.2.7

Vetus

Vetus has a small PH system with a 2.2 kW EM which is mounted externally after the ICE.
The system is suitable for smaller boats.

3.1.2.8

Iskra

Steyr Motors, WV and Nanni have all implemented the Iskra PH system. The system is very
similar to the Volvo PH I-SAM system with a flywheel EM. The EM can be used either as a
motor to propel the vessel (7 kW) alone or together with the ICE as a boost. The EM can
charge the batteries with up to 5 kW and it also works as start motor.

3.1.2.9

ZF

ZF is has constructed a transmission where EM can be installed from the outside so that it
works like a PH system. The ZF 4650 is suitable for ICE up to 1800 kW and the EM can have
a power up to 210 kW. ZF have constructed transmissions suitable for small DE installations
for powers from 125 kW and up.

3.1.2.10 Brunswick
Mercury marine has launched a 42 ft prototype boat with a PH system. More information can
be found above in the Motor Boats Leisure (MBL) section.
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3. Maarine Hybridd Concept Selection
S

Figure 27. Mercury marine
r
hybrid concept boat (Jaanssen 2009)

3.1.2.1
11 Siemens
Siemenss is a largge manufaccturer of DE
D systemss to larger vessels. T
They have recently
presenteed differentt DE and PH
H systems for
f powers between
b
1000-800 kW. Are in coo
operation
with ZF
F.

3.1.3 Patentss
The patent search was
w restricteed to the paatent group B63H21/20
B
0 (The vesseel being pow
wered by
combinaations of diifferent typees of propuulsion units)). The wholle group waas scanned with the
most innteresting patents
p
listeed in the taable below.. The comppanies behiind the pattents are
similar to
t the system manufactturers.
PH Playe
ers of interest
Siemenss
Iskra
Steyr Mo
otors
Yanmar
Yamaha
Cummin
ns
Brunswicck
Wärtsilä
Bombard
dier
Blohm + Voss

Nationaality
GER
R
SLO
AUTT
JP
JP
US
US
FIN
US
GER
R

SH Playe
ers of interesst

Nationaality

FOSS Maaritime
Solomon
n Technologyy

US
US

No of
paten
nts*.
8
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Publlication
date
d
2006-2008
2007
2
2006-2009
2003-2005
2008
2
2008
2
2005
2
2006
2
2005
2
1997
1

No of
paten
nts*.
1
1

Publlication
date
d
2007
2
1997
1

Table 11. Hybrid patent players of intterest, *Includees both applica
ations and apprroved patents.

3.1.3.1
1

Steyr Motors
M
an
nd Iskra

The thhree patentss can be a part of thee Steyr Mo
otors PH syystem. Thee Iskra pateent, WO
2007/0775148 A1, describes
d
the overall coonstruction and
a functionn of the flyw
wheel EM.
The Steeyr Motorss patent, US
U 2009/02209146 A1
1, describess different transmissio
ons and
powertrrains togetheer with a PH
H system. An
A interestin
ng aspect off the patent is that the VPC
V IPS
pod is described
d
together withh the PH sysstem.
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The second Steyr Motors patent, AT 008 288 U1, describes the construction of the
mechanical connection between the ICE and the transmission in a PH system.

3.1.3.2

Brunswick

The patent describes a method which can recommend the driver to change the speed to
increase the range of the vessel. Finding the optimal speed by using information from engine
fuel consumption, fuel remaining, distance to waypoint etc.

3.1.3.3

Siemens

Siemens has eight patents which deal with optimizing hybrid systems, hybrid components,
regenerating braking energy and boosting systems. The systems are more complex and are
more relevant to larger displacement vessels. The PH configuration is the dominating.

3.1.3.4

Yanmar

The four patents describe a PH system together with a saildrive. Both the construction of the
system and optimal usage of it are described.

3.2 Voice of the Customer
This section presents the customer needs defined from the market activity survey. The
customer needs are presented generally for all market segments (SB, MBL and MBC).
Customers are defined as Boat and Yacht Manufactures and the end-users.
Generally, all players of interest present a hybrid vision that relates to their specific product.
The defined needs are based on those visions together with information from oral discussions
performed with users, system manufactures and authorities.

3.2.1

Unspoken Basic

The customer expects the unspoken basic needs to be met. Therefore these needs do not have
an influence of increasing customer value. Instead, they can lead to a drastically reduced
customer value if they are not met. (Per Lindstedt 2003)
•

Equivalent driving characteristics as the conventional vessel.
o The powertrain is easy to control
o Safe convey and manoeuvring at all circumstances

•

Robust design
o The powertrain is reliable and robust.
o The systems can withstand a marine environment.

3.2.2 Spoken Features
The Spoken Features needs are included in the specification of the product. The customers
wish those needs to be fulfilled. Therefore it can add customer value to the product.
•

Reduced fuel consumption
o By using renewable energy sources and shore power.
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o Use of two or more power sources enable for efficient operation utilizing the
performance individual or in combination.
•

Reduced emissions
o Reduced CO2 by reduced fuel consumption.
o Efficient operation result in less NOX and soot.

•

Performance
o Equivalent performance as the conventional vessel.
o EM boosting for faster acceleration.

•

Zero Emission Mode
o Beneficial NVH
o Ability to drive in marine sanctuaries.
o ICE start up can be avoided at sensitive environments e.g. harbours

•

Environmental awareness
o A greener profiling

•

Safety
o Twice as many power sources.
o Failsafe protection of high voltage systems.

•

Applications handiness
o The Man-Machine Interface (MMI) similar to the conventional systems.

•

Cost efficient
o Product cost must pay off.
o Increased lifetime of the ICE by less operation hours.
o Service interval similar to the conventional powertrain

•

Legislations and future demands
o The powertrain must meet legislation and future demands.

3.2.3 Unspoken Excitement
The unspoken excitement needs are unexpected for the customer and have the opportunity to
drastically increase the customer value.
•

NVH
o Surrounding environment will value the beneficial NVH.

•

Improved manoeuvrability
o Increased control of the vessel for low speed driving and positioning with the
EM.

•

Increased Robustness
o Faster torque reaction of the EM.
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3.3 Concept Selection
The concept selection is based on the results from the hybrid activity survey and the
possibility of reducing fuel consumption.

3.3.1

Evaluation of market segments

The three market segments were separately evaluated each from a VPC point of view.

3.3.1.1

Sailing Boats

The most common hybrid configuration on sailing boats is the SH system. The extended
battery pack onboard enables the hotel loads and the numbers of applications to increase. The
NVH aspects and the use of renewable energy are highly promoted. The size of the system is
more flexible. The EM is smaller than an ICE and the batteries can be hidden in the keel. The
generator can be placed anywhere in the vessel.
Sailing is almost entirely for leisure applications. Generally the season is short and the total
amount of fuel consumed during a year is relatively small. Even if the fuel consumption is
reduced with 30%, the amount of fuel saved is nevertheless small. The lack of reliable data is
a problem evaluating the amount of fuel saved. No manufacturer has presented figures
regarding the amount of fuel saved.
The Manufacturers of the SH system claims that it has similar performance although the EM
has only half (generally) of the maximum power as an ordinary conventional ICE system. The
conventional ICE system is constructed after top speed at worst case scenarios with strong
wind, large waves and current. The SH manufacturers only present figures at a speed under 5
kts at calm weather. Again, the lack of reliable data makes it hard to reach a reliable
conclusion.
The acceptance of only having an EM for propulsion can also be a problem at the moment.
The EM is not yet established on the marine market. The lack of available and reliable shore
power in harbours can be a problem for the BE systems.
A PH configuration similar to the Iskra-system could be a more suitable alternative to fulfil all
the customers’ demands.
An alternative solution could be by adding a larger, more efficient, flywheel generator and a
larger battery pack to the conventional ICE system. It enables the ICE to work as a standalone
generator for fast and efficient charging of the batteries. This alternative provides the sailing
boat with the same possibility to have increased hotel loads and electric components. If the
EM is getting popular the need for better and efficient genset will be increasing.
A future solution could be the fuel cell gensets which have higher efficiency, reduced
emissions and lower NVH.
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3.3.1.2

3. Marine Hybrid Concept Selection

Motor Boat Leisure

The most common hybrid configuration on MBL is the PH system. The SH configurations are
basically BE systems with an added genset. The genset is generally small and usually works
as a range extender and for safety reasons if the battery would deplete.
The predicted range of action is drastically lower for a BE and a SH vessel than a
conventional one and is the biggest reason why there is low interest of this system today.
Similar to the SB, no realistic results of reduced fuel consumption were found.
There are many different ways of conveying a leisure vessel. This makes it hard to define a
general driving cycle used for evaluation.
MBL vessels consume large amounts of fuel but are in general not very frequently used.
Similar to SB, the season is rather short and for an owner of a large luxury yacht it is probably
not the economical aspects of saving fuel that is of interest. Overall, with few operating hours
it is hard to pay off the product cost compared to the decreased cost of saved fuel. Beneficial
NVH, environmental care and increased social status are more likely aspects for leisure
applications.
It is clear that the leading players are spending their resources on PH system with a flywheel
EM; see Iskra, Siemens, Brunswick. This type of PH configuration represents advanced
technique in a compact design and is suitable for VPC’s marine ICEs.

3.3.1.3

Motor Boat Commercial

The most common hybrid configuration on MBC is the DE system, all installed on
displacement vessels. Basically, a battery bank is added to a DE system together with an
intelligent power management.
MBC are large consumers of fuel and are often operating in a certain area and follows a
certain route which is advantages for evaluating fuel consumption. Discussions with crews
indicate that nearby pilot and Coastguard (15-25 m) vessels are running much at low speed
and idling.
Larger displacement vessels represent a small market share of VPC. The range of marine
generators could be suitable for a SH system.
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Concept Selection

A Pugh matrix was constructed to evaluate the different market segments and powertrains.
The conventional DM was used as a reference.
Pugh´s Matrix, Market Segment and Concept
selection
Requirement areas
Unspoken
Equivalent driving charact.
Basics
Robust design
Spoken
Reduced fuel consumption
Features
Reduced emissions
Performance
Zero Emission Mode
Safety
Applications handiness
Cost Efficient
Legislations and future
demands
Unspoken
NVH
Excitement Environmental awareness
Improved manoeuvrability
Increased Robustness
Available
Realistic Driving Cycle Data
Data
Vessel data
VPC Aspect Implement in existing Prod.
Profitable
Total +
Total Overall total
Killing minus
Winning plus
Weighted total
Killing minus = One minus that kills the
concept
Winning Plus = One plus that wins the
concept
Meets criterion much better than DM
Meets criterion better than DM
Meets criterion as well as DM
Meets criterion not as well as DM
Meets criterion much worse than DM
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(1-5)
4
5
5
3
4
2
4
3
5
2
4
3
1
2
5
5
3
2

Market Segments
MBL

Sailing
DM

MBC

BE SH PH BE SH PH BE SH PH

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-1
-1
2
1
-1
2
-1
-1
0

-1
-1
0
0
-1
2
-1
-1
-1

1
-1
1
0
1
2
1
-2
-2

-1 -2 0
-2 -1 1
2 -1 1
2 -1 1
-2 Km 1
2
2
2
-1 -1 1
-1 -2 -1
-1 -2 Km

-1
-1
2
2
Km
2
-1
-1
-2

-1 0
-1 1
1
1
1
1
Km 1
2
2
-1 1
-1 -1
-1 Wp

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
2
0
-1
Km
1
-2
-1
11
-9
2
Yes
No
8

1
2
1
0
-1
Km
1
-1
-1
7
-9
-2
Yes
No
-10

1
1
1
1
1
Km
1
2
0
14
-5
9
Yes
No
23

2
2
2
0
-1
Km
2
-2
-2
14
-13
1
Yes
No
2

1
2
2
0
-1
Wp
1
-2
-2
12
-11
1
Yes
Yes
3

1
1
1
0
-1
Wp
1
-2
-2
8
-10
-2
Yes
Yes
-7

Km

Weight factor

Wp
+2
+1
0
-1
-2

Essential
Very Important
Important
Not so important
Irrelevant

1
1
1
0
-1
Km
2
-1
-1
7
-13
-6
Yes
No
-25

2
1
1
1
1
Km
2
2
1
18
-1
17
Yes
No
54

1
1
1
1
-1
Wp
1
2
1
15
-2
13
No
Yes
43

5
4
3
2
1
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As can be seen in the Pugh matrix the only system without a killing minus is the PH for the
MBC. The killing minus for all leisure vessels are the small amount of ICE running hours.
There is a higher probability that a commercial vessel can pay off the higher product cost of a
PH configuration.
Another reason for choosing MBC is the data available to construct a realistic driving cycle.
No data is available for SB and MBL.
Appropriate vessels to investigate further, for suitability of a PH system, is the MBC segment.
The largest market segment for VPC is planing vessels. Therefore the concept should be
chosen to suit these types of vessels. MBC includes vessels such as work boats, pilot boats,
coastguard, police and high speed ferries. Another reason to select this market segment is the
large amount of low speed and idling. Also the access to shore power makes it easier to
recharge the batteries.
Authorities and larger shipping companies also have the ability to make investments over a
longer time where a PH system could pay off.
Commercial vessels usually have more space to install extra hybrid components and batteries
than a leisure vessel.
The largest vessels which can be propelled by a VPC powertrain are approximately 40 meters
with a quad IPS-1200 installation. Many of the commercial vessels are from the range of 15
meters and up. The only two powertrains available in this range are the IPS system or a
straight shaft arrangement. Because of the higher efficiency of the IPS, it is preferred for the
concept. The largest IPS3 pod is chosen because it probably has a larger market in the
commercial sector compared to the IPS1 and IPS2 pods. For MBC vessels the ICE must be at
least rating 4. The powertrain suitable for a parallel hybrid application is therefore the
IPS1050 system.
Furthermore, the system can be introduced on the MBL market.
Companies like Steyr Motors, VW, Yanmar, Brunswick and Siemens already have parallel
hybrid systems either on the market or as a prototype.
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Hybrid IPS3 Concept Constrains and Component Selection

The concept is henceforth called the Hybrid IPS3 as illustrated below in Figure 28. The
Hybrid IPS3 system is operating as a plug-in PH. In low speed driving, the EM is individually
propelling the vessel up to a certain defined speed.

Figure 28. The Hybrid IPS3 concept. Material from (Volvo Penta 2010) and (Volvo Bus Homepage 2010)

Knowhow and technology should if possible be obtained within the Volvo Group. The Volvo
Group has developed the Volvo PH I-SAM system which is going into production in 2010.
The system needs to be adjusted to fit a vessel and the IPS1050 system. One important
parameter is the joystick manoeuvre capabilities and the dynamic positioning. The EM must
be able to manoeuvre the vessel at normal operations. This requires a very high torque due to
the high grip caused by the counter-rotating propellers.

3.3.3.1

ICE

The 13 litre D13 ICE in the IPS1050 system delivers 800 hp at 2300 rpm to a commercial
vessel at a rating 4. Rating 3 can be assumed when the maximum speed is reduced to
1900rpm. Simulations show that when running at 1900 rpm the engine produces
approximately 600 hp which corresponds well to the power that is available in the D13 engine
installed in the Pilot Boat 742. The ICE has a SAE1 flywheel housing which matches to the ISAM EM.
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Figure 29. The D13-800 ICE in the IPS1050 system (Volvo Penta 2010)

3.3.3.2

Transmission

For calculation and simulation, the IPS 3 pod with a gear ratio of 1.88 and an efficiency of
96% is chosen. The oil pump needs to have at least 600 rpm to engage the hydraulic clutches.
One feature with the parallel hybrid system is to only use the EM in speeds below 600 rpm.
One problem with this feature is that the oil pump cannot provide sufficient oil pressure to the
clutches and thus the pod cannot propel the vessel.
One alternative could be to add an external electric oil pump to be able to run the pod between
0-600 rpm with the EM. A second alternative is to use the controllable slip in the clutch to
reduce the speed of the propeller. This would reduce the high torque needed for the EM.
At worst case, start-up, the pod has losses of 250 Nm due to the cold oil. After five minutes
the temperature rises and the losses decrease to 60 Nm. This must be taken into consideration
when choosing the EM.

3.3.3.3

EM

The EM must be able to manoeuvre the vessel at all normal operations. The EM is running
between 600 to 800 rpm when performing joystick manoeuvres. In Figure 30 the required
torque is shown.

Figure 30. IPS3 EM torque necessary at joystick manoeuvring operations
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At 600 rpm the required torque is 700 Nm and at 800 rpm the torque is increased to 1250 Nm.
To be able to perform a cold start, an additional 250 Nm must be added. At a worst case
scenario when the EM is running at 800 rpm the required torque is 1450 Nm as can be seen
in Figure 30.
Figure 31 is showing the smaller IPS2 and IPS1 the torque demand for the joystick
manoeuvre.

Figure 31. IPS 2 to the left and IPS 1 to the right. EM torque required at joystick manoeuvring operations

The Volvo PH I-SAM system is the most suitable one for the concept due to easy access to
the technology. Unfortunately the I-SAM EM has insufficient torque to perform joystick
manoeuvre at 800 rpm during cold start. Therefore this EM was not chosen for simulation.
ISAM – Integrated Starter
Alternator Motor
Peak Power [kW]
Cont. Power [kW]
Peak Torque [Nm]
Cont. Torque [Nm]
Base speed [rpm]
Max speed [rpm]
Water cooling temp [°C]
Weight incl PE [kg]
Type

120
70
800
400
1440
2300
70-90
250 kg
BLDC

Figure 32. The I-SAM EM specifications and Torque characteristics used in the simulation program (Volvo Truck
Corporation 2010)

However, the possibilities to us the I-SAM EM should be evaluated in more detail.
In particular:
•

Possibilities to install an external oil pump to use the I-SAM between 0-600 rpm.
Then use the continuous torque at 400 Nm between 300-400 rpm.
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•

•

Investigate whether the torque of the I-SAM EM can be increased, and by how much,
when using 32°C cooling sea water instead of normal 70°C-90°C engine cooling
water.
The use of slip described in the previous section enables the use of the I-SAM EM.
This would be the most suitable solution. But the simulation program cannot handle
the slip so a specification to a new EM had to be done.

A new specification of a larger EM which can handle the worst case scenario peak torque of
1450 nm was used in the simulations as seen below in Figure 33.
Hybrid IPS3 EM
Peak Power [kW]
Cont. Power [kW]
Peak Torque [Nm]
Cont. Torque [Nm]
Base speed [rpm]
Max speed [rpm]
Water cooling temp [°C]
Weight inkl PE [kg]
Type

120
70
1450
800
800
2300
32
250
BLDC

Figure 33. Hybrid IPS EM specifications and Torque characteristics used in the simulation program

3.3.3.4

Battery

A Li-ion battery pack was selected for the Hybrid IPS 3 system. Selected battery performance
for the Hybrid IPS 3 configuration is presented below in Table 12. Two types of PO batteries
and one EO battery were chosen for further analysis. These types represent different types of
performance. The characteristics of the vessel and its driving cycle will determine which
battery type is most suitable. The PO I-SAM battery pack is used as a reference.
All values are representing performance at cell level. The packaging factor shows how much
the complete battery package will increase in weight compared to cell level. For car
applications a common factor is 1.3 due to the possibility of placing the cells into the chassis.
An estimated packaging factor of 1.5 was set for marine applications.
Battery Performance
Specific Power [W/kg]
Specific Energy [Wh/kg]

Peak
Cont.
Peak
Cont

Packaging factor

Power Optimized
Type 1
Type 2
1330
564
665
282
133
141
67
71
1.5
1.5

Energy
Optimized
392
196
196
196
1.5

I-SAM
-

Table 12. Chosen types of Li-ion battery performance (Kokam catalog 2010)
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To enable longer periods of pure EM low speed driving, a wider SOC window must be used.
A SOC window of 30-90% was set. The chosen SOC window enables 60% total energy usage
and giving positive impact on DOD, calendar- and cycle life. (Jonas Hansson 2010)
In today’s automotive industry the approximate cost is slightly below 750 USD/kWh (Ramsey
2010). This number represents the cost for approximately 40 000 battery packs/year.
The best solution for the Hybrid IPS3 concept is to use automotive EV battery packs. Future
EV battery packs from Volvo Car Corporation could be a suitable alternative.
Figure 8 shows that Li-ion batteries with an energy usage of 60% result in a life time of
approximately 5000 cycles. However, these graphs represent expensive high performance Liion batteries designed for military and space industry. According to the cost perspective of
750 USD/kWh and performance similar to the automotive industry, a life cycle of 2000 deep
cycles is more realistic (Groot 2010).
Best performance of Li-ion vehicle battery is attained at approx 25°C (Jonas Hansson 2010).
In general, drastic temperature variation is not a big problem for MBC compared to MBL.
The MBC vessels generally have a warming-pan or an electric heater through the shore power
connection. Sea water is always available to cool the batteries.

3.3.3.5

External Energy Sources

MBC vessels are in general docking into shore power of 400 V 32 A at berth. Batteries can
then be charged with 22 kW power.
Solar panels, wind turbines and additional APU´s could be integrated with the system but are
not taken into consideration of this thesis.

3.4 Reference Vessels
This chapter deals with how the reference vessels were chosen and which data needed to be
obtain to perform simulations on it.

3.4.1

Selection of Reference Vessels

A reference vessel must have size and top speed suitable for the IPS concept. Since there are a
large number of vessels in this segment, three different vessels were chosen.
To be able to simulate a reference vessel there must be sufficient measurement data available
to create a realistic driving cycle. Also correct data regarding the reference vessels hull
resistance, propeller, powertrain etc. must be available.
After an internal search within VPC for appropriate data, three reference vessels were
selected. The vessels are also selected from different market segments to be able to achieve a
broader range of results.
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S

Referrence Vessel 1: IP
PS Pilot Boat
B

Baltic Workboat
W
in Latvia iss developinng a new pilot boat with
w a hull design suittable for
VPC’s IPS
I propulssion. Both the
t Pilot Booat 742 and
d Pilot Boatt 744 are off similar design and
both opperate in the
t
Gothennburg regioon. They have
h
VPC engines w
with straigh
ht shafts
installattions. Both pilots boats could be replaced by
y the IPS Pilot
P
Boat. T
They berth within a
harbourr which has a speed lim
mit of 5 to 8 kts. This speed
s
limit is one reasson that cou
uld make
them suuitable for thhe Hybrid IP
PS concept..

Melvås 2010)
Figure 34. Pilot Boat 7444 and IPS Piloot Boat hull (M

Propertiies
Length [m]
Weight [kg]
[
Top speeed [kts]
Main Engine
Power [kkW]
Transmisssion

IPS Pilot Boaat
16
28000
32
Vo
olvo Penta D13
2x596
IPS3

Table 13. IPS Pilot Boatt properties (M
Melvås 2010)

3.4.3

Referrence Veessel 2: IPS Wind
d Park Caatamaraan

The IPS
S1050 systeem is curreently installed in severral catamarans operating at consttructions
sites of wind parkss. Due to eaasy availablle vessel daata and the possibility
p
tto log drivin
ng cycle
this vessel type waas chosen. The
T vessel operates
o
at low speed when
w
workiing within the
t wind
park areea and couldd therefore be
b suitable for a hybrid
d IPS conceept.

Figure 35. Wind Park Catamaran
C
Sup
pporter (MBL Supply 2010)
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H
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Properties
Length [m]
Weight [kg]
Top speed [kts]
Main Engine
Power [kW]
Transmission

37

IPS Wind Park
Catamaran
17.6
26400
31
Volvo Penta D13
2x596
IPS3

Table 14. IPS Wind Park Catamaran properties

3.4.4

Reference Vessel 3: IPS HSC Ferry

Styrsöbolaget is one of the largest shipping companies in Sweden operating over 15 boats in
the narrow archipelago of Gothenburg. In 2008 two high speed catamarans were ordered with
a top speed of approx 27 kts with 160 passengers onboard. These two catamarans have MAN
749 kW engines with straight shafts installations (Styrsöbolaget 2010). This type of
catamarans is increasing in popularity and could be suitable for the Hybrid IPS concept. The
powertrains are replaced by the Hybrid IPS3 in the simulation program.

Figure 36. Styrsöbolaget HSC Ferry “Valö” (Styrsöbolaget 2010)

Properties
Length [m]
Weight [kg]
Top speed [kts]
Main Engine
Power [kW]
Transmission

IPS HSC Ferry
27
55000
25-27
Volvo Penta D13
2x596
IPS3

Table 15. IPS HSC Ferry properties
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4 Simulation of Hybrid Vessels
This chapter describes how the simulation of the reference vessels was conducted. It also
describes the basic calculations within the simulations program and how the program is
constructed.
To evaluate if a hybrid powertrain can reduce the fuel consumption and by how much,
simulations of each reference vessels are necessary. In section 4.1, Calculations, all the basic
theory regarding vessel propulsion and resistance is presented. In 0, the simulation program is
briefly described.

4.1 Calculations
This section describes the basic calculation regarding the propulsion of the vessel, the electric
power consumption, the ICE, the EM, the battery and the transmission. The method of
construction of the driving cycles and hydrodynamic resistance is also described.
The current calculation method is developed by VPC. A more detailed derivation is presented
in the report “Analys av slirkoppling till 4082 och MS4” by (Jonsson 1986) or in the master
thesis report “Simulering av båtacceleration i motorprovrum” by (Ulrik Hoffman 2001). The
calculation includes the ICE, the EM, the transmission and the propeller.
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Propulsion

The calculation consists of two Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) which are solved in
Matlab®, Simulink®.
The first ODE is based on the Newton’s second law,
corresponding equation is:
·

·

. According to Figure 37 the

(Eq. 1)

Figure 37. Parameters needed to calculate the acceleration and speed of a vessel

The mass of the vessel,
resulting force.

, and the acceleration,

, can be calculated by knowing the

The relationship between the angular speed of the ICE and EM,
speed of the propeller,
, is described in the equation below:

, and angular

(Eq. 2)
The thrust,

, is calculated using the following coupled equations:
(Eq. 3)
(Eq. 4)
(Eq. 5)

The resistance force,

, is described below in 4.1.2 Hydrodynamic Resistance.
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Constant

,

,

Explanation

,

Vessel mass
Density of water
Propeller diameter
Wake factor
Propeller constants for thrust

Table 16. Constants used in calculations

The second ODE is the acceleration of rotating parts which has the basic formula of,
. According to Figure 38 the corresponding equation is:
(Eq. 6)

Figure 38. Acceleration of rotating parts

The torque provided from the ICE and EM,
, are calculated through the
simulation program. The propeller torque,
, is caused from the resistance of the water
and is calculated using the following coupled equations:
(Eq. 7)
(Eq. 8)
The total inertia,

, is calculated using the formula below:
(Eq. 9)

Constant

,

,

Explanation

,

The total inertia of the whole powertrain
Total gear ratio
Total efficiency of the transmission
Propeller constant for propeller torque

Table 17. Constants used during calculations

The two ODE described above are solved for each time step, ∆ , in the simulation program.
The values calculated are the acceleration of the vessel, a (or as it called in the program),
and the angular acceleration of the ICE,
.
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To calculate the change of the speed of the vessel, ∆ , and the change of the angular speed of
the ICE, ∆
, over the time step, ∆ , the accelerations are integrated over the time step as
seen in the equations below.
∆

∆
∆

∆

(Eq. 10)
(Eq. 11)

To calculate the new speeds after the time step the following equations are used.
∆
∆

(Eq. 12)
(Eq. 13)

The propeller efficiency, shown in equation below, can be calculated and is one way to verify
that the program works.
(Eq. 14)

4.1.2

Hydrodynamic Resistance

The resistance curves are calculated with Savitskys method by (Savitsky 1964) or by testing.
The resistance curve explains how much force that is required to maintain a certain speed of
the vessel. The data have been provided from VPC for all planing speeds. The resistive force
for low speed has been approximated with the equation below:
(Eq. 15)
Where is the speed of the vessel and is the constant calculated from the lowest planing
speed available, usually around 15 kts. An example of a resistance curve is illustrated
in Figure 39.
A possible increase of weight by additional components in a hybrid system is not taken into
account in the resistance curve. Increased weight could affect the centre of gravity (COG) and
by that the trim angle of the vessel. An improvement would be to optimize the COG and trim
angle for each system configuration. Unfortunately this was too complex and time consuming
for this thesis.
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Figure 39. The resistance curve for IPS Pilot Boat

4.1.3

Electric Power Management

The electric power is an important aspect when investigating the suitability for hybrid
configuration. It impacts the battery size, charging time, losses etc. Due to the lack of data the
values have been estimated from maximum power calculations.

4.1.3.1

Power Consumption during Driving

To simulate how much electricity the vessels consume during driving, an estimation was
made. On a VPC D12 engine, a 110 A, 24 V generator is standard. An optional generator can
be added. With two engines the maximum electric power from four generators is:
4·

,

·

10.6

(Eq. 16)

The Pilot Boat 742 have one 175 A, 24 V generator on each motor which gives the vessel a
maximum electric power of 8.4 kW. For the IPS Pilot Boat the electric power is estimated to 5
kW due to the reason that not since all instruments and lights are not used at normal driving.
On the IPS Wind Park Catamaran measurements have shown electric power consumptions to
2.8 kW. On the IPS HSC Ferry the assumption is made that it will have all four generators
working at maximum power. So the electric power consumption is chosen to 10 kW.

4.1.3.2

Power Consumption at Berth

When the vessel is at berth, the power consumption was estimated to 0.5 kW, 0.2 kW and 1
kW respectively for each reference vessel.

4.1.3.3

Battery Charging Power

All vessels were assumed to have 400 VAC, 32 A, 3-phase power available at berth.
Maximum charging power is shown in the equation below:
,

·

· √3

22

(Eq. 17)

Including losses the charge power is set to 20 kW in the simulation program.
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Components

The following section describes the most important calculation and constants for each
component in the Hybrid IPS3 concept.

4.1.4.1

Transmission

For our Hybrid IPS concept, the IPS3 pod is selected is assumed to have an overall efficiency
of 96%.

4.1.4.2

ICE

The ICE properties are calculated in the simulation program in the Matlab® file
“CreateICEmap.m”. The calculations are based on maximum power, maximum torque and
maximum speed. The efficiency map and the FC map are scaled from a standard truck diesel
engine. More information can be found in Mats Alaküla´s compendia (Alaküla 2006).
The torque at lower speed has been modified from the original version to resemble the D13800 engine.

4.1.4.3

EM

The EM properties are calculated in the simulation program in the Matlab® file
“CreateEMmap.m”. The calculations are based on the maximum peak torque and the base
speed of the EM. After the base speed, field weakening is implemented up to the maximum
speed. More information can be found in Mats Alaküla´s compendia (Alaküla 2006).

4.1.4.4

Battery

To estimate the additional weight, power and energy of the batteries, a choice has to be made
between using power optimized or energy optimized batteries.
The choice is made when the two requirements, total power demand and minimum total
energy, are fulfilled. The choice is made automatically in the simulation program.
The goal is always to minimize the weight but still fulfil both requirements.

4.1.5

Development of Driving Cycles

The driving cycle must have a minimum of three vectors. The first vector shows the time, the
second vector decides the wanted speed and the third indicates if shore power is connected.
Additional vectors can be added for more detailed operation data.
Driving Cycle
Pilot Boat 742
Pilot Boat 744
Wind Park Catamaran
HSC Ferry

Top Speed
(kts)

Time
(h)

25
25
25
25

168
168
120
24

Table 18. Driving cycles used for simulation
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IPS Pilot Boat Driving Cycles

Existing logged data of the engine speed from Pilot Boat 744 and Pilot Boat 742 were used to
construct two different driving cycles, both with a top speed of approximately 25 kts.
The crews from the pilot boats were contacted and a table was made comparing engine speed
with speed over ground as seen in Figure 40. From this table an approximate formula could be
constructed containing the reference vessels speed. Using this formula a large amount of data
could be transformed into a driving cycle with a time span of one week.
Speed
(m/s)
0
4.3
5.1
5.9
7.5
9.4
11.9
13.3

Engine Speed
(rpm)
0
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
1930

Figure 40. Resistance curve for IPS Pilot Boat

4.1.5.2

Wind Park Catamaran Driving Cycle

For the Wind Park Catamaran the speed was measured during five days with a Kvaser CAN
bus logger connected to the Electronic Vessel Control (EVC) box.

Figure 41. Kvaser CAN bus logger (Kvaser Advanced CAN Solutions u.d.)

4.1.5.3

HSC Ferry Driving Cycle

The driving cycle for the HSC Ferry was constructed in the same way as for the IPS Pilot
Boat described above. All speeds above of 11 kts were increased to 25 kts. The total operating
time was also decreased since the ferry can run the same route in a shorter time.
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4.2 Simulation Program
The simulation program should be as realistic as possible, but also simple enough to handle
in an efficient way during the limited time of this master thesis project.

4.2.1

General Construction

The original simulation program is constructed for a parallel hybrid car, bus or truck (Alaküla
2006). Due to the differences between a vehicle and a vessel several big changes are
performed. Regardless of the changes made to the program, the general concept and the
control system almost remains unchanged.
On a vehicle, the relationship between vehicle speed, wheel speed and engine torque are very
simple since there is normally no slip between the road and the wheel. The propeller on a
vessel has a slip at all time and the relationship between vessel speed, propeller speed and
engine torque is complex.
The largest changes in the program are:
The Driver Model
The Power Flow Control
The Mech Dynamics
The Battery

4.2.2

Completely reconstructed except for the PI-regulator.
Reconstructed at certain points due to the complex relationship
and the changes made in the control system.
Completely reconstructed.
Minor changes due to the added shore power input

Simulation Software

The program consists of four different parts, Batch, Initiate, Simulation and Results. Figure 42
below illustrates a simplified schematic overview of the program.
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4. Simulation of Hybrid Vessels

Figure 42. Overview of the simulation program

4.2.2.1

Batch of Vessel configurations 1, 2,…, n

The “Batch_parallell.m” file is controlling which type of vessel and what type of driving
cycle that should be simulated. The choice between a hybrid or a conventional powertrain is
also made in this file.
The file can also run several simulation batches altering the “boostlimit” and the battery size.
The boostlimit is described later in 4.2.3.2. By doing this the optimal configuration can be
found for a specific vessel and a specific driving cycle. As an example of the capacity of the
program, a seven days driving cycle with a specific vessel, altering the boostlimit and the
battery size to in total 40 different settings, the time of simulation is approximately 6 h. For
each batch and for each vessel configuration results are saved and can be evaluated more in
detail.

4.2.2.2

Initiate Vessel Data

The “initiate” file provides all the necessary data to the simulation program. It calculates the
properties of the ICE, the EM, the battery and the vessel. It also sets different control
parameters and simulation program settings.

4.2.2.3

Simulation

After receiving all the necessary data of the vessel and the driving cycle the simulation is
started. The program is of dynamic behaviour and uses the ode1 (Euler) solver with a fixed
time step of 0.1 seconds.
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Figure 43 illustrates a schematic flow chart over the simulation program.

Figure 43. Overview of the calculations within the program

The actual simulation program is visualized in Figure 44 with the modification that all scopes
and data collectors have been removed to ease the understanding of the design.
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Figure 44. Simulation program in Simulink®

Driver Model
This block is a simple PI regulator. It compares the wanted speed from the driving cycle with
the calculated speed. The output signal is a wanted torque for the propeller and is sent to the
power flow control.
Power flow control
This is the control system of the vessel. Its purpose is to optimize the energy distribution
between the ICE, the EM and the battery so the overall efficiency is as high as possible.
ICE model and EM model
The ICE model and the EM model are designed to respond realistically regarding speed and
torque both for stationary and dynamic operations. The second purpose is to calculate the
energy they consume.
Battery
This block has a simple battery model which resembles a real one in the aspects of charging,
losses, max power and SOC. Durability and ageing is not dealt with in the program.
Mechanical dynamics
All the propulsion equations described earlier is performed in this block. It calculates the new
vessel speed and propeller speed for each time step.
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Result

The results are presented in two different ways. The first one presents the result from the
whole batch and compares all the different vessel configurations with each other. The second
one presents a specific vessel configuration where analysis can be made regarding
acceleration, propeller efficiency, speeds etc. It can also act as a control function to see if the
vessel can fulfil the wanted driving cycle.

4.2.3

Control Strategies

There are many different control parameters in the program. The most important ones are
listed below.

4.2.3.1

Hybrid or Conventional

The vessel has either a hybrid configuration or a conventional configuration. When the
control parameter ”EMonoff” is set to 1 the program simulates a hybrid configuration. If set
to 0, the vessel has a conventional configuration.

4.2.3.2

Boostlimit

The boostlimit is a speed limit. When the vessel is driving under the speed limit it forces the
EM to run if there is enough energy in the batteries. If the vessel exceeds the speed limit the
ICE is forced to start and propel the vessel. It should work as a BE vessel at low speeds and as
a conventional vessel at higher speeds.
If the boostlimit is set too high, the battery will be discharged fast and forcing the ICE to run
at low speeds when the battery is empty. If the limit is set too low the energy in the batteries
will not be used at all. If the boostlimit is set at an optimal level all the energy from the
battery should be used at all low speeds to avoid the ICE running at low efficiency.
The control is conducted by changing the SOC reference level. Under the speed limit the SOC
is set to a low level to force the EM to work. At higher speeds the SOC is set to the value that
it had when the speed limit was exceeded.

4.2.3.3

Battery

The battery is controlled around a fixed SOC level with a tan hyperbolic function. The fixed
SOC level is be changed continuously during driving to enable the vessel to use the EM as
much as possible in low speeds set by the boostlimit.

4.2.3.4

ICE

The ICE is forced to start if the speed exceeds the boostlimit as described above. It is also
forced to start if the batteries are too low or if the power demand is too high for the EM to
handle.

4.2.3.5

EM

The EM operates as the main propulsion unit when the vessel is operating under the speed
limit and there is sufficient energy in the battery.
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When the speed is above the boostlimit the EM is used under acceleration and regenerative
braking. If the batteries needs to be recharged the EM works as a generator.

4.2.4

Verification of Simulation Program

The program has been verified in two ways. The first one is by accelerating a Coronet DC21
vessel to top speed in the simulation program and comparing the results with the Master
Thesis Report “Simulering av Båtacceleration i Motorprovrum” (Ulrik Hoffman 2001). The
results are similar from 5 seconds and upwards. The top speed after 30 s differs with one knot.
The small differences between the results of the two simulation programs can depend on the
different mapping of our engine and the efficiencies of the components.

Figure 45. Acceleration results for Coronet DC21 from 2001 (Ulrik Hoffman 2001)

Figure 46. Acceleration results for Coronet DC21 from the simulation program

The second verification is the results provided from VPC Sales application department. The
reports from top speed calculation from IPS Pilot Boat and IPS Wind Park Catamaran only
showed approximately 0.3 kts difference in top speed and less than 0.5% difference in
propeller efficiency.
The conclusion is that the simulation program is behaving in the same way and is therefore
verified for acceleration and top speed. Retardation is assumed to be correct.
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5 Results of Simulations
The results from the simulation are presented separately for each reference vessel. For each
reference vessels 20 different configurations were simulated. The two parameters which were
varied are the boostlimit and the battery capacity.
Boostlimit parameter
The boostlimit was set to 6, 7, 8 and 9 kts. The lower limit of 6 kts was chosen since the speed
restricted areas often are 5 kts. The upper limit was set to 9 kts where the maximum
continuous power of the EM is 70 kW.
The boostlimit is a control parameter which can be changed when desired. In the simulations
the boostlimit is set at a constant level for each configuration for easier interpretation of the
results.
Battery parameter
The batteries have five different capacities for each powertrain; 5, 10, 15, 25 and 30 kWh.
The reference vessels (which have twin powertrains) have total battery capacity of 10, 20, 30,
50 and 60 kWh. The smallest battery is chosen to have similar properties to the Volvo PH ISAM battery. The three in the middle are power optimized batteries and the largest capacity is
an energy optimized battery.
The maximum continuous power output from the EM is 60 kW at 9 kts. This power must be
provided by the battery.
A deep discharge of the batteries are defined when the SOC drops below 40% and thereafter
increases above 80% again. A small discharge is defined when the SOC drops below 60% and
thereafter increases above 80% again. The total SOC window is set from 30% to 90%.
Result selection
Because of the vast amount of data, the results for three configurations (battery size of 10, 30
and 60 kWh) from each reference vessel are presented.
All the results are compared with a simulation of the conventional powertrain. In all figures
this simulation is marked by a black cross. The simulation of the conventional powertrain is
conducted in the same program where the EM has been disconnected and the auxiliary power
comes from a standard generator in the ICE model.
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5. Results of Simulations

5.1 Reference Vessel 1: IPS Pilot Boat
For the IPS Pilot boat two different driving cycles and two different simulations were
performed. The results are presented individually as IPS Pilot Boat 742 and IPS Pilot Boat
744.

5.1.1

IPS Pilot Boat 742

As seen in Figure 47 the FC decreases with increased battery capacity. When the boostlimit is
increased the FC tend to decrease except for two simulations where the lowest FC is at
boostlimit 8 kts.
A big reduction in FC can be seen when the boostlimit changes from 7 kts to 8 kts. For a
battery size of 60 kWh, the FC decrease changes from 4.3 to 11.7%.
The number of battery cycles increase significantly when changing the boostlimit from 7 to 8
kts. The deep cycles increases from 1 to 20 and the small cycles increases from 8 to 26 when
using a 60 kWh battery.

Figure 47. Fuel consumption and battery cycles for the IPS Pilot Boat 742

As seen in Figure 48 there is a lot of operating time around 7 kts. Therefore the change of FC
and battery cycles can be explained by that the EM is used more when the boostlimit is set to
8 or 9 kts.

Figure 48. Driving cycle for the IPS Pilot Boat 742
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The 11.7% FC reduction corresponds to annual fuel savings of 14092 L. The annually used
shore power is 51220 kWh. The annually number of deep battery cycles is 1048.
PILOT 742 (7 days)
FC
Tot.
FC
Battery conf.
Boost
Fuel reduced
[kts] [l/nm]
[l]
[%]
Conventional
5.91 2303
I-SAM 15 kWh PO
8
5.70 2223
3.48
25 kWh PO
8
5.59 2178
5.42
60 kWh PO
9
5.21 2032
11.78

Batt
Weight
[kg]
390
275
650

No. of
Deep
cycles
34
30
20

No. of
Light
cycles
34
34
26

Trav.
Dist.
[nm]
389.49
389.50
389.49
389.49

Shore
Power
[kWh]
319
478
985

Table 19. Results of the IPS Pilot 742

5.1.2

IPS Pilot Boat 744

The results are similar to the Pilot Boat 742.

Figure 49. Fuel consumption and battery cycles for the IPS Pilot Boat 744

The low speed operations below 9 kts are less compared to Pilot Boat 742. The amount of fuel
consumed and distance travelled is more than the double.

Figure 50. Driving cycle for IPS Pilot Boat 744
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The 3.45% FC reduction corresponds to annual fuel savings of 10764 L. The annually used
shore power is 46228 kWh. The annually number of deep battery cycles is 832.
PILOT 744 (7days)
FC
Battery conf.
Boost
[kts] [l/nm]

Tot.
Fuel
[l]

FC
reduced
[%]

Batt
Weight
[kg]

Conventional
ISAM 15 kWh PO
25 kWh PO
60 kWh PO

5990
5937
5899
5783

0.88
1.51
3.45

390
275
650

9
9
9

6.56
6.51
6.47
6.34

No.
of
Deep
cycles
32
28
16

No. of
Light
cycles

Trav.
Dist.
[nm]

Shore
Power
[kWh]

34
33
23

911.74
911.69
911.69
911.72

315
466
889

Table 20, Results of the IPS Pilot 744

5.2 Reference Vessel 2: IPS Wind Park Catamaran
As seen in Figure 51 the results are similar as the IPS Pilot Boat.

Figure 51. Fuel consumption and battery cycles for the IPS Wind Park Catamaran

The driving cycle is different compared to the other reference vessels. The driving cycle
shows that the vessel has several hours when the engines are switched off but without shore
power connected. The control system could not handle this situation in an effective way.
Therefore all electric consumption was set to zero both for the conventional and the hybrid
configurations.
When the vessel is loading and unloading material and personnel it pushes against the
windmill. The speed is zero but the engines are working in the same way as manoeuvring in
the harbour. This way of operation is not simulated.
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Figure 52. Driving cycle for the IPS Wind Park Catamaran

The 3.32% FC reduction corresponds to annual fuel savings of 1600 L. The annually used
shore power is 8614 kWh. The annually number of deep battery cycles is 220.
IPS Wind Park
FC
Catamaran (5 days) Boost
Battery conf.
[kts] [l/nm]
Conventional
ISAM 15 kWh PO
25 kWh PO
60 kWh PO

9
9
9

6.92
6.95
6.90
6.69

Tot.
Fuel
[l]

FC
reduced
[%]

Batt
Weight
[kg]

668
671
666
646

-0.34
0.29
3.32

390
275
650

No.
of
Deep
cycles
4
3
3

No. of
Light
Cycles

Trav.
Dist.
[nm]

Shore
Power
[kWh]

4
4
3

96.55
96.54
96.54
96.48

36
52
118

Table 21. Results of the IPS Wind Park Catamaran

5.3 Reference Vessel 3: IPS HSC Ferry
As seen in Figure 53 the results are similar to the IPS Pilot Boats.

Figure 53. Fuel consumption and battery cycles for the IPS HSC Ferry
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The driving cycle is only for one day. The batteries are recharged over night and three times
during the day which can be seen below in Figure 54.

Figure 54. Driving cycle for the IPS HSC Ferry

The 3.41% FC reduction corresponds to annual fuel savings of 11300 L. The annually used
shore power is 47000 kWh. The annually number of deep battery cycles is 1100.
IPS HSC Ferry (1 day)
FC
Tot.
FC
Battery conf.
Boost
Fuel reduced
[kts] [l/nm] [l]
[%]
Conventional
ISAM 15 kWh PO
25 kWh PO
60 kWh PO

7
7
8

6.93
6.88
6.84
6.69

974
970
965
943

0.69
1.21
3.41

Batt
Weight
[kg]
390
275
650

No.
of
Deep
cycles
4
4
3

No. of
Light
cycles

Trav.
Dist.
[nm]

Shore
Power
[kWh]

4
4
3

140.58
140.93
140.93
140.90

38
59
129

Table 22. Results of the IPS HSC Ferry
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6 Final Concept and Cost Analysis
This chapter present the final concept and system configuration chosen. The selection is
based on the result of the simulated reference vessels.

6.1 System Configuration
The result of the simulations differs between the three reference vessels. The IPS pilot boat
742 ends up with 11.7 % improved FC for its best configuration compared with the IPS pilot
boat 744 which had a maximum of 3.4% FC reduction.
Results 1 year

IPS Pilot Boat 742
IPS Pilot Boat 744
IPS Wind Park Catamaran
IPS HSC Ferry

Fuel
Savings
[%]
11.78
3.45
3.32
3.41

Fuel
Savings
[l]
14 131
10 794
1 606
11 315

Shore
Power
[kWh]
51 361
46 355
8 614
47 085

No. Of
Deep
Cycles
1043
834
219
1095

Conventional
Real

Difference
to real

184 200
-

-35%
-

Table 23. The results for the reference vessels during one year of operation

The driving cycle is critical for the outcome of the results. Level of low speed operation and
availability to dock into shore power has a big influence of the FC.
The battery is critical for cost and weight. As seen in the results a large drop occurred in the
FC when changing from type 1 PO to type 2 PO batteries. The large 60 kWh pack will add
most weight to the system configuration but resulted in substantially improved FC compared
to the other configurations.
Overall, a high boostlimit together with more battery capacity resulted in improved FC. As
previously explained the weight is not included into the resistance curve and may affect the
COG and the trim angle. The additional components of the hybrid configuration add 1150 kg
to the vessel as seen in Table 24 below. This is 2-4 % of the total weight of the simulated
reference vessels, see Table 25.
Hybrid IPS 3
Battery pack
EM
TOTAL

Specification
2x30 kWh PO
2x120 kW

Additional weight [kg]
650
500
1150

Table 24. Additional weight of the Hybrid IPS 3 concept

Reference Vessel

Normal Weight [kg]

Weight increase [%]

28 000
26 500
55 000

4.1
4.3
2.1

IPS Pilot Boats
IPS Wind Park Catamaran
IPS HSC Ferry

Table 25. Total increase in weight for the simulated reference vessels
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6.2 Cost Analysis
The final concept resulted in improved FC for all simulated vessels. As previously discussed
the Hybrid IPS 3 configuration will add additional product costs to the vessel. By comparing
the fuel savings to the increased product cost, a lifecycle cost can be calculated for a certain
periods of time.

6.2.1

Hybrid IPS 3

The cost calculations include the additional product costs of the two hybrid key components;
EM and battery pack. The costs are approximat and refer to the end-user.
Li-ion battery includes a cost of 750 USD/kWh (6000 SEK/kWh) and an estimated system
cost of 30 000 SEK/unit. The battery system represents packaging, cooling, balancing, fuses
and a control unit.
The EM costs are approximately 1000 SEK/kW for continuous power and include PE but not
cooling. Cooling is assumed not expensive for marine vessels because of the availability of
cooling sea water. (Groot 2010)
The costs for one and two powertrains are presented in Table 26 below.
Components

Cost/unit [kSEK]

30 kWh Li-ion Battery pack
Battery system
120 kW (70kW) EM + PE

180
30
70

TOTAL

280

Table 26. Component cost for the Hybrid IPS 3 concept
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Lifecycle Costs

Three lifecycle periods were set in order to evaluate the lifecycle costs of the reference vessel
powered with the Hybrid IPS 3. First one year to evaluate the product costs, then five and ten
years to see if the system can pay off. Observe that all calculations are made with today’s
prices of fuel and electricity for MBC (Electricity 0.50 SEK/kW, Diesel 5 SEK/L). The
assumed increase of fuel cost and electricity cost is set annually to 4.5%. The battery cost is
assumed to be constant.
1
2 x Hybrid IPS [kSEK]

IPS PILOT
742

IPS PILOT 744 IPS Wind Park IPS HSC Ferry
Catamaran

-560

-560

-560

-560

Reduced Fuel costs [kSEK]

71

54

8

57

Charging Electricity [kSEK]

-26

-23

-4

-24

Number of deep Cycles [no.]

1043

834

219

1095

Battery repl. cost (2000 cycles) [kSEK]

-188

-150

-39

-197

TOTAL

-703

-679

-596

-724

5
2 x Hybrid IPS [kSEK]

IPS PILOT
742

IPS PILOT 744 IPS Wind Park IPS HSC Ferry
Catamaran

-560

-560

-560

-560

Reduced Fuel costs [kSEK]

404

309

46

323

Charging Electricity [kSEK]

-147

-133

-25

-135

Number of deep Cycles [no.]

5214

4171

1095

5475

Battery repl. cost (2000 cycles) [kSEK]

-939

-751

-197

-986

-1241

-1135

-736

-1357

TOTAL

10
2 x Hybrid IPS [kSEK]

IPS PILOT
742

IPS PILOT 744 IPS Wind Park IPS HSC Ferry
Catamaran

-560

-560

-560

-560

Reduced Fuel costs [kSEK]

910

695

105

729

Charging Electricity [kSEK]

-330

-298

-55

-302

Number of deep Cycles [no.]

10429

8343

2190

10950

Battery repl. cost (2000 cycles) [kSEK]

-1877

-1502

-394

-1971

TOTAL

-1857

-1664

-904

-2104

Table 27. Cost calculations with 4.5% cost increase for diesel and electricity

As seen in the cost calculations above the life cycle cost is increased for all four reference
vessels. A large cost is the replacement of the batteries.
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Future diesel, electricity and battery costs are hard to predict. For the second calculation
below, at year five the fuel cost has a sudden increase of 30%. All other years the fuel cost is
assumed to increase with 6%.
The number of cycles has been increased to 8000 before replacement of the battery. The
battery cost has been assumed to decrease with 4.5% each year.
This cost calculation is forced with the purpose to illustrate how much the technology and
cost must be increased or decreased to achieve a pay-off for a hybrid system.
10
2 x Hybrid IPS [kSEK]

IPS PILOT
742

IPS PILOT 744 IPS Wind Park IPS HSC Ferry
Catamaran

-560

-560

-560

-560

Reduced Fuel costs [kSEK]

1140

871

132

913

Charging Electricity [kSEK]

-330

-298

-55

-302

Number of deep Cycles [no.]

10429

8343

2190

10950

Battery repl. cost (8000 cycles) [kSEK]

-367

-294

-77

-386

TOTAL

-118

-280

-560

-335

15
2 x Hybrid IPS [kSEK]

IPS PILOT
742

IPS PILOT 744 IPS Wind Park IPS HSC Ferry
Catamaran

-560

-560

-560

-560

Reduced Fuel costs [kSEK]

2067

1579

238

1656

Charging Electricity [kSEK]

-558

-503

-94

-511

15643

12514

3285

16425

-497

-397

-104

-522

452

119

-520

63

Number of deep Cycles [no.]
Battery repl. cost (8000 cycles) [kSEK]
TOTAL

Table 28. Cost calculations where pay off are forced to be fulfilled

The second case will give IPS Pilot 742, IPS Pilot Boat 744 and IPS HSC Ferry decreased
costs.
The four different cases describe the complexity of the cost calculations. If the battery can
have more cycles before replacement the cost will decrease substantially.
There are also possibilities of reducing the boostlimit which will reduce the number of deep
cycles. The FC gain will not be as great as with a high boostlimit but the overall cost can be
better due to the reduction of replaced batteries.
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7 Discussion
The current market for a hybrid vessel is small. However there is a large number of Boat &
Yacht manufacturers as well as System manufacturers that develop hybrid system technology.
Twenty patents have been filed the last decade only regarding marine hybrid technology from
the leading players.
Having a hybrid system within the product range generates a lot of media coverage. This is
more beneficial for smaller players who want to get into new market segments. One example
of this is the hybrid powertrain from Steyr Motors which have been added to several boat
manufacturers as a green alternative.
One important aspect of having a hybrid system is the green profiling. After scanning the
market we believe that this is a bigger aspect than actually make profit. If the manufacturers
had a big belief in hybrid technology they would have more models and systems on the
market.
The simulation results indicate that fuel can be saved. The additional weight has not been
considered during the simulations. The centre of gravity could be changed with the added
weight and therefore a complete new resistance curve should be constructed for the hybrid
configuration with Savitskys method. One separate simulation for the IPS Pilot Boat 742 was
conducted where the resistance force, Fboat, was multiplied with the weight increase of 3.7%.
The FC was increased with almost the same level, 3.6%. The total fuel consumption reduction
is then 8.1% instead of 11.7% for the IPS Pilot Boat 742. The cost analysis indicated that the
fuel prices and battery replacement cost are decisive to lower the lifecycle cost for
commercial vessels.
The FC is reduced by optimizing the operation points of the ICE and the EM. A big part of
the reduction is at low speed and at idling where the ICE is shut off and the EM is running as
long as there is energy left in the batteries.
For leisure applications the amount of fuel saved will probably never cover the system cost.
Other aspects like increased comfort, decreased emissions and higher status is probably more
important reasons for leisure customers to choose a hybrid system.
The reduced regulated emissions (NOx and particulates) are not taken into consideration when
calculating the advantage of hybrid systems. Their reduction could be weighted in the
calculation and specially the elimination of reduction in harbours and sensitive environments
when running with the EM. The possibilities of future taxes on CO2, NOx and particulates
emissions, similar to the transportation sector, should also be taken into consideration when
performing cost calculations over longer periods of time.
The continued development of batteries and control systems will be crucial for the future of
the hybrid market. It is important to follow the progress of hybrid technology in the vehicle
industry, since this will definitely impact the vessel industry.
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7. Discussion

Additional important factors can be future laws on CO2 and introduction and marine
sanctuaries and green harbours.
The IPS propulsion requires high torque for low speed manoeuvring. Today the VPC ICEs are
using compressors or advanced turbo charging in order to deliver both low rev torque and
sufficient power. An integrated hybrid system with the torque characteristics of EM gives the
possibility to remove some components.
Additional energy sources such as solar panels and wind generator are not considered within
this thesis, therefore the affect of using it can´t be determined. This field of products should
be investigated and could be a complement to the additional shore power. Safety aspects are
crucial due to the high voltage and high currents in a marine environment. A close to failsafe
system is necessary on a vessel due to the increased risks compared to a vehicle. Also the
possible interference with the navigations systems must be evaluated.
To be able to learn more about hybrid vessels and to verify the simulation program a
prototype should be build. The Hybrid IPS3 concept has a disadvantage since there is no EM
with the required torque. The I-SAM EM is a straight forward choice for a prototype with the
IPS2 transmission.
The IPS1 would have been more suitable when looking at the joystick manoeuvre, but the ISAM EM diameter is too big and a SAE1 flywheel housing is not available for the IPS1
engines.
A possible change of the driving behaviour must also be taken into consideration with a
hybrid vessel. Due to the additional possibilities the driver have of using the EM instead of
the ICE, this could result in a more efficient way of driving (“ecodriving”).
The following discussions are regarding larger vessels up to 120 ft with more complex
systems. It should be investigated further now when VPC are supplying powertrains to vessels
up to 120ft.
Siemens claim to have a parallel hybrid system which enables downsizing to larger yachts.
The numbers of generators providing auxiliary electricity are increased and when extra top
speed is needed all generators are started and the additional electricity generated used by the
EM to increase the top speed.
With a PH system, where gensets are commonly used, several additional features can be
added for low speed operations. A diesel electric system is possible when the genset provides
electricity directly to the EM. A series hybrid system is possible where the genset provides
electricity both to the battery and the EM.
To increase the total efficiency of the vessel, the hotel loads are important. The current
gensets operate in an inefficient way and are often oversized. The development of fuel cell
APU with a diesel fuel reformer is increasing and could be a good alternative where big
battery banks are installed.
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8 Conclusion
Many important players are evaluating hybrid technology with varying configurations even
though the market is very small.
At the moment, the commercial segment is suitable if VPC should develop a hybrid system. A
parallel hybrid configuration with the IPS pods would be unique and could be implemented in
a wide range of vessels.
The components for an I-SAM parallel hybrid system are available within the Volvo Group
and simulations shows that it could be implemented for marine applications.
The Hybrid IPS could further be available for leisure applications, but the amount of fuel
saved will never cover the increased product cost. Instead NVH improvements, the increased
social status and reduced emissions are the decisive features.
Simulations show that the FC can be reduced. Inefficient operation of the ICE can be limited
by use of the EM. Additional electric energy must be added to the system to be able to reduce
the FC. In this report all additional electric energy is taken from shore power when the vessel
is at berth. Renewable energy sources as such as sun and wind can be additional sources.
The increased weight can have a large impact on the fuel consumption. This must be further
investigated and implemented into the simulation program. Calculating the resistance force
with the Savitsky´s method is preferred.
Measuring new vessel driving cycles and evaluating them through simulation programs is an
efficient way to investigate if alternative powertrains are useful in other commercial segments
and also the leisure market.
Today’s level of battery techniques and fuel prices makes it hard to achieve a payoff for a
hybrid configuration for simulated MBC applications. Although, changes will have affect in a
lifecycle perspective of 5-15 years.
Involved components must be more accurate investigated through simulations, especially the
performance and durability of the batteries.
Further the result of the simulation software and FC reduction must be verified. A physical
prototype is an appropriate way of doing this. The IPS2 transmission together with the Volvo
I-SAM is the most suitable components within hybrid system for VPC.
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9 Further Recommendations
The simulation software needs to be improved. Further detailed component investigation,
weight calculations, extended driving cycles and integration of power management are
needed.
Construction of 50 ft prototype with a hybrid configuration based on an IPS800/900 is the
most suitable for a direct application of the existing I-SAM components and performance.
Apply for funding from governments to minimize the cost of the prototype.
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Appendix A: Market Survey Information
Performed Searches
"hybrid ferry*" OR "hybrid ship*" OR "hybrid vessel*" OR "hybrid boat*" OR "Marine* hybrid*" OR
"naval* hybrid* propulsion* system*" OR "marine* hybrid* propulsion* system*" OR "marine*
hybrid* machine*" OR "naval* hybrid* machine*" OR "hybrid* ship* propulsion*" OR "hybrid*
marine* engineering*"
"hybrid* pleasure* craft*" OR "hybrid* marine* craft*" OR "hybrid* recreational* craft*" OR
"hybrid* leisure* craft*" OR "hybrid* marine* engine*"
"green* ship*" OR "green* vessel*" OR "green* boat*" OR "green* ferry*"
"electric* boat*" OR "electric* vessel*" OR "electric* ship*" OR "electric* ferry*"
"eco* boat*" OR "eco* ferry*" OR "eco* vessel*" OR "eco* ship*"
"electric* boat*" AND hybrid* OR "electric* vessel*" AND hybrid* OR "electric* ship*" AND hybrid*
OR "electric* ferry*" AND hybrid*”
10

Key words

hybrid
marine hybrid
electric
electric propulsion
green
eco
naval hybrid propulsion
hybrid propulsion
battery
diesel-electric propulsion
hybrid machinery
fuel cell
ship propulsion
marine engineering
Eco tech
solar energy
renewable energy
Biofuel -gas
car carrier
natural energy
environment
hybrid power management
AES - All Electric Ship
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Search Engines
CHANS
LIBRIS

Databases

LIBRIS – Uppsök
CPL Chalmers
Publication Library
AB/INFORM
MTA Mechanical
Technology
Transportation
CSA Engineering
Research Database
MTA Marine
Technology Abstracts
SCOPUS
Patent och
Registreringsverket
SCIRYS
Compendex
World Shipping
Encyclopedia WSE
Google.se
Google Scholar
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Appendix B: Boat and Yacht Manufacturers
Sailing Boats
BE Manufacturer
African Cat

Elco Electric Launch

SH Manufacturer
Malö Yachts
Bénétau

Nationally
NL

US

Nationally
SWE
FRA

Lagoon

FRA

Ronautica
African Cat

ESP
NL

PH Manufacturer
Royal Huisman

Nationally
NL

Involved Players
Green Motion
Propulsion, AIR
BREEZE Marine
Elco Motors,
Delka

Involved Players
HyMar
ZF, Valence
Technology
Leroy Somer,
Odyssey
Paguro, Belman
Green Motion
Propulsion, AIR
BREEZE Marin

Involved Players
Catepillar,
Combimac

Link
africancats.com

elcomotoryachts.com

Link
maloyachts.se
beneteau.com
cata-lagoon.com
ronautica.com
africancats.com

Link
royalhuisman.com

Motor Boat Leisure
BE Manufacturer

Nationally

Frauscher
Boesch Boats
Whisper Boats Builder
Academy
Nimbus
Elco Electric Launch

AUT
CH
S AFR

Austrian Marian boat
Excellent Yachts

AUT
NL

Aquawatt
Polar boats

AUT
NOR

Patterson Boatwork

SWE
US

UK
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Involved
Players
Kräutler, Erun
Vetus
ElectroEngine
Elco Motors,
Delka
Piktronik, Erun
Bellman,
Victron
Vetus, Ladac
Haze
-

Link
frauscherboats.com
boesch-boats.ch
wbba.co.za
nimbus.se
elcomotoryachts.com
boote-marian.at
excellent-yachts.com
aquawatt.at
polarboat.no
pattersonboatworks.co.uk
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Appendix B: Boat and Yacht Manufactures
Lear Electric Boats
Feller Yachting
Knierim Yachtbau
Duffy
Torqeedo

US
GER
GER
US
GER

SH Manufacturer
Epic Wake boats
Holland Jachtbouw

Nationally
US
NL

69

Dymax
PlanetSolar
-

lear-electric-boats.com
felleryachting.de
knierim-yachtbau.de
duffyboats.com
torqeedo.com

Endeavour Green

US

Kingship

CHI

Involved Players
Flux Power
AZURE Naval
Architecture
Mastervolt,
FlowRight, Xantrex
Link 10
Catepillar

Linsses Yachts

NL

Mastervolt

PH Manufacturer
Frauscher

Nationally
AUT

Segway
Mochi Craft

SLO
ITA

Jens 28

SWE

Involved Players
Steyr Motors,
ISKRA
VW, ISKRA
MAN, ZF

Link
epicboats.com
hollandjachtbouw.nl
endeavourgreen.com

kingship.com
linssenyachts.com

Link
frauscherboats.com
greenlinehybrid.com
mochicraftyacht.com
jens28.se

Dse Island Pilot

US

Nord Star Patrol
Excellent Yachts

FIN
NL

Range Boats

FRA

Volvo Penta, OZ
Marine
Steyr Motors,
ISKRA, Outback,
Odyssey
Volvo Penta
Steyr Motors,
ISKRA, ZF
Nanni, ISKRA

Kingship

CHI

Catepillar

kingship.com

Sterling Yachts

BRA

sterlingyachts.com.br

Arcadia Yachts
Fineline yachting

ITA
NL

Admiral

NL
US
S AFR

Steyr Motors,
ISKRA,
MAN, ZF, Kohler
VW Marine,
ISKRA
Steyr Motors,
ISKRA
Yamaha, Lenco
Vetus

US

Cummins, Zeus

mercurymarine.com

Scout Boats
Whisper Boats Builder
Academy
Brunswick
Mercury Marine
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dsehybrid.com

nordstar.fi
excellent-yachts.com
rangeboat.com

arcadiayachts.com
scoutboats.com
wbba.co.za
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Appendix B: Boat and Yacht Manufacturers

Motor Boat Commercial
BE Manufacturer
Grove boats

BE Manufacturer
Bayside Boatworks
Foss Maritime
Solar Sailor Holding Ltd
Zodiac

PH Manufacturer
Fast RSQ

Nationally
CH

Nationally
US
US
AUS
US

Nationally
NL

Marine Hybrid Electric Powertrain

Involved Players
-

Link
grove-boats.com

Involved Players
Link
baysideboatworks.com
Cummins,
foss.com
Siemens
solarsailor.com
Technipower
zodiacmarineusa.com
Systems

Involved Players
Steyr Motors, ISKRA

Link
fastrsq.com
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Appendix C: System Manufacturers
All information and figures were found on respective player’s homepage.
* S = Sailingboat, D = Displacement Motor Boat,P = Planing Motorboat
**possibility to connect other manufacturer components in the bracket

E-motion/Hymar (US
/ EU)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

SH (144 VDC)
S
4.5-16kW

Cooperative Players

Other information

5kW
Bluewav & Victron
Lead-Acid (12V)
No (Yes)
No (Yes)
Yes
Yes
Malö Yachts
Steyr Motors, ESP, Bosch
Engineering, INSEAN,
Bruntons, MasterVolt,
Enersys, ICOMIA
www.hymar.org

Technipower
Systems (US) (former
Salomon
Technologies)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers
Cooperative Players
Other information

BE (144 VDC)
S, D
4.5-9kW
yes
Lead-Acid (AMG 12V)
No (Yes)
No (Yes)
Yes
Yes
Zodiac
technipowersystems.com
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Mastervolt (NL)
System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers
Cooperative Players
Other information

Appendix C: System Manufacturers
Data
BE, SH, PH
S, D
2.5-10kW
5-7.5kW
2.5-65kW
3-70kW
Yes
Lead-Acid (2,12V), Li-Ion
No (Yes)
No (-)
Yes
Yes
(Joined up with Bellmen
2009)
www.mastervolt.com

Fischer Panda (GER)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers
Cooperative Players
Other information

SH (48VDC), DE (400VAC)
S, D
10kW SH (10-75kW DE)
10kW SH (10-75kW DE)
10kW SH (10-75kW DE)
8-77kW
Yes (Also Victron)
Lead-Acid
No (Yes)
No (Yes)
Yes
Yes
Mostly DE
Higher Power upon request
for POD and straight shaft
www.fischerpanda.co.uk
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Appendix C: System Manufacturers

Kräutler (AUT)
System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers
Cooperative Players
Other information

Voith (GER)

73

Data
BE, SH
S, D, P
0.8-2.8kW
2-50kW
2-50kW
Yes
Lead-Acid, Li-Po
No (-)
No (-)
Yes
Yes
Frauscher

www.kraeutler.at

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

BE
S, D
5.5-300kW
-

Blue Boat company,
Amsterdam (NL)

Cooperative Players
Other information

www.voith.de

Yes
Yes
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Appendix C: System Manufacturers

Hybrid Marine (UK) /
Barrus (UK)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

PH (48VDC)
S
5-10kW
-

Cooperative Players
Other information

Vetus (NL)

Yes (Also Victron)
Lead-Acid
No (Yes)
No (Yes)
Yes
Yes
-

Barrus (UK)
www.hybrid-marine.co.uk
www.barrus.co.uk
Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

PH (33VDC)
S, D
2.2kW
-

Cooperative Players
Other information

www.vetus.nl

Yes
Lead-Acid
No (-)
No (-)
Yes
-
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Iskra (SLO)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

PH (48VDC)
S, D, P
7kW
7kW

Cooperative Players
Other information

Steyr Motors, Wv, Nanni
www.iskra-ae.com

Yes
Lead-Acid
Yes
Yes
-

ZF (GER)

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

PH
D
70kW

Cooperative Players
Other information

75

Mochi

Brunswick, Siemens
www.zf.com
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Brunswick (US)

Appendix C: System Manufacturers
Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

PH
P
Zeus Pod
-

Cooperative Players
Other information

ZF
For more detailed
information se B & Y
Manufactorers
www.brunswick.com

Siemens (GER)

No
Yes
Li-Ion
Yes
No
Yes
-

Data

System
Boat type*
POD
Saildrive
Straight Shaft
--------------------------Genset
Power Electronics
ESS
Solar Panels**
Wind Generator**
Sail-regeneration
Plug-in shore power
--------------------------Cooperative B & Y
manufacturers

SH, PH
S, D, P
100-250kW

Cooperative Players
Other information

ZF
www.siemens.com

Yes
Yes
Yes
-
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